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FOREWORD

Large scale distributed environments deploy stack-based services over heterogeneous sys-

tems exhibiting complex behavior during failures. Detection and modeling of such events

is exacerbated by service layer obfuscation and the deployed computing model. The

present work uses monitoring data sample from the ALICE Computing Grid to select

parameters to represent the site performance state. Using select clustering approaches,

we examine cases for site-based and across-site state variations. The results demonstrate

strong clustering for across-site state analysis using a reduced state vector of job-error de-

viation, production job efficiency and network quality. We further develop a measure of

site stability, to which we apply event selection, in order to filter for instability events that

have occurred at the site. These events are further fitted onto select reliability models; thus,

providing a measure of site reliability during an event. The developed methodology can

be used by Grid users, site experts, and central services to detect instability events within

any Grid site, while providing failure domains at any given time. Reliability model fitting

can be further extended to predict the failure rate and expected duration of an instability

event, allowing for proactive agent-based recovery procedures.
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ABSTRACT

Distributed computing environments are increasingly deployed over geographically span-

ning data centers using heterogeneous hardware systems. Failures within such environ-

ments incur considerable physical and computing time losses that are unacceptable for

large scale scientific processing tasks. At present, resource management systems are lim-

ited in detecting and analyzing such occurrences beyond the level of alarms and notifica-

tions. The nature of these instabilities is mainly unknown, relying on subsystem expert

knowledge and reactivity when they do occur. This work examines performance fluctua-

tions associated with failures within a large scientific distributed production environment.

We first present an approach to distinguish between expected operational behavior and

service instability occurring within a data center, examined in the context of network qual-

ity, production job efficiency and job error-state deviation. This method identifies failure

domains to allow for online detection of service-state fluctuations. We then propose a data

center stability measure along with an event selection approach, used in analyzing past

unstable behavior . We determine, that for detected events, states corresponding to an in-

stability are observed before the occurrence of an event. For select events, we have also

discovered a reliability model fit suggesting potential use in predictive analytics. Devel-

oped methods are able to detect a pre-failure period, identifying service failure domains

affected by the instability. This allows user, central and data center experts to take action in

advance of service failure effects, with the view on how this failure will be expected to de-

velop. This work represents an incremental step towards automated proactive management

of large distributed computing environments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“The native intellectual powers of men in different times are not so much

the causes of the different success of their labors, as the peculiar nature of the

means and artificial resources in their possession.“

- Sir Humphrey Davy, Elements of Chemical Philosophy (1812)

1.1 Historical Perspective

Distributed computing encompasses a broad range of complex systems: from personal

computers participating in volunteer computing to sensors deployed within assisted driv-

ing vehicles. The term more widely has come to describe computing clusters, data ware-

housing, as well as Grid and Cloud environments. For the past 50 years, due to economi-

cal concerns, we have observed repeating shifts between computer hardware consolidation

1



and separation. From early specialized time-shared systems to general-purpose personal

computers, we have once again reached an era of distributed heterogeneous environments.

To keep up with the current trends, software development practices have evolved from

lengthy formal methods and standard compliance towards stack-based interfaces, deployed

within collaborative environments. The successes and shortcomings of Big Data analytics

have demonstrated a need for expert-guided systems that account for data uncertainties

and biases inherent in real-life open world environments.

1.1.1 Distributed Computing

Early computer systems were complex, requiring considerable investment of time and

money to setup and to program [47, 297]. One of the first supercomputer systems, Con-

trol Data Corporation (CDC) 66001 released in 1964, was engineered for scientific data

processing tasks [47]. High purchase and maintenance costs for such machines meant that

resources would have to be shared among users; thus, leading to emergence of utility com-

puting [112]. Program scheduling and execution for such systems were manually handled

by operators, whose job it was to manage execution batches of compiled programs. As re-

quirements evolved, computing clusters, such as the Cray X-MP released in 1986, created

additional needs for dedicated power and cooling lines [268]. Programming models also

shifted from specialized hardware implementations designed by the vendor towards user-

defined dynamic programming models, as supplied by the Instruction Set Architecture

(ISA). Persistent push from business and scientific communities to seek larger processing

1CDC 6600 Brochure: http://bit.ly/2p9mvUU
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power and faster access to remote data, have led to the development of mainframe systems.

Initially focused on local traffic within a single data center, these computing infrastructures

were soon connected together into geographically spanning networks, leading to the emer-

gence of distributed computing.

The release of affordable personal computers in the 1980s ushered a new era for both

businesses and consumers, shifting focus from utility computing towards in-house Infor-

mation Technology (IT) infrastructures [57]. At the time, organizational IT was consid-

ered a commodity that would scale with need [297]. From useful to essential, IT became

a key component within industry and science. Price-performance considerations for such

systems as HP 720/750 workstations released in 1991, along with advances in network-

ing, further justified the push towards cluster connected systems [47]. Cost-effectiveness

of farms running low-cost machines allowed for resource scale-up based on demand and

availability [11,129]. End-user application development also shifted towards network ser-

vices, such as remote databases and the World Wide Web (WWW). For the next decade,

this scale-up trend would become increasingly expensive to operate and cool, yielding yet

another move towards heterogeneous multicore architectures.

While general-purpose computing was establishing strong market positions, special-

ized hardware continued to be developed for critical systems; thus, leading to the devel-

opment of embedded and heterogeneous computing. Computer heterogeneity stems from

the concept of utilizing architecturally distinct computing elements working in tandem, al-

lowing for enhanced resource capability and scale-up, using such approaches as Dynamic

3



Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [304]. Modern examples of widely deployed hetero-

geneous systems are Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), Field Programmable Gate Array

(FPGA), and Application-Specific Integration Circuit (ASIC) [199]. Technology, such

as FPGAs deployed within data centers2, have demonstrated performance and cost gains

over general-purpose computing. For select tasks, GPU and FPGA have shown to outper-

form general-purpose Central Processing Unit (CPU) on power-cost performance [266].

General purpose and heterogeneous computing, while guided by consumer demand for

performance, is driven by economies of scale.

More than 50 years, ago Gordon Earle Moore observed and predicted that the number

of CPU components, such as transistors, resistors, and capacitors would double every two

years [91]. This would also translate into increased clock speeds and exponential rise in

production costs. The prediction not only came true, but remains true to this day, and

is known as Moore’s Law. Over the years, this pattern was mainly driven by consumer

expectations and vendor need to maintain market positions [199, 293]. This observation,

however, did not hold for other dependent technologies, such as memory, which to this

day remains one of the greatest bottlenecks. The growth in storage requirements and

observed decreases in purchase costs still incur considerable maintenance and replacement

costs, motivating organizations to reevaluate their computing models [261]. With further

examples, such as shrinking market for high-density storage media, further demonstrates

technological maturity, as vendors pursue economical scale of consumer demand [14].

Today, we are reaching an end for the current CPU generation, with such challenges

2Microsoft Project Catapult: http://bit.ly/2db7X2w
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ahead as heat dissipation and energy efficiency [133, 199, 293]. Prospective technologies

that have shown great potential are 3D designs, superconducting computing3, carbon nan-

otubes, and grapheme as well as single-atom transistors and Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

scaffolding [91]. Quantum computing, first proposed in the 1980s, while promising, has

not yet produced a valid prototype [118]. Potential and scale of quantum systems, how-

ever, are overshadowed by issues in quantum state retention and addressing. Furthermore,

quantum computing is not yet ready for general computing, as it is unable to outperform

tasks such as sorting [199]. The zeitgeist for Moore’s Law has acquired another meaning:

as long as the provided capabilities scale-up to the same effect, potential use of distributed

networked technologies remains true [293].

Computer networks were first conceived in the 1950s as Joseph C.R. Licklider envi-

sioned a future, where remotely connected computers and storage disks could be organized

to work together [36]. Several decades later, that vision became a reality. In the 1970s,

Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET) was one of the first success-

ful deployments of computer networks [69, 268]. This experiment led to the develop-

ment of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)/Internet Protocol (IP) and packet switching

protocols, still used to this day to facilitate communication between heterogeneous sys-

tems [254]. The evolution of network technologies, however, was not a singular effort, as

several networking projects4 matured in parallel [4].

3Cryogenic Computing Complexity (C3) program: http://bit.ly/2p7qmEL
4Early network projects: Mark I, CERNET, TeraGrid and IBM’s BITNET
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The introduction of mainframe IBM System/360 in the 1960s allowed for time-shar-

ing5, i.e. sharing of programs and Input/Output (I/O) resources among users [4, 96, 243].

By 1986, networks such as NSFNET could connect a multitude of data centers. With

advances in optical fiber, average speeds continued to improve for both local low latency

communication and wider area communication [6]. Early data centers were designed to be

autonomous and independent [11]. As network bandwidth increased, network reliability

concerns increased and businesses started focusing on decentralizing their data and service

management [129]. At the same time, consumer interests shifted towards service-oriented

economy, placing increasing demand on internet shopping and online financial services.

In 1989, commercial networks emerged, eventually evolving into what is known today

as the Internet. The resulting success of commercial networks increased the demand for

more bandwidth and faster response times [69, 203]. Such requirements were met with

scaling similar to Moore’s law: doubling of bandwidth requirements every two years at

the expense of increased energy costs [211]. Recent studies have shown that United States

(U.S.) data center energy consumption, including network and storage, amounted to 2%

of the country total yearly consumption [277]. Spectral efficiency, to this day, presents a

challenge, with considerable effort being invested into superchannels technology.

Network architectures are based on an Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model that

spans physical layers, over which the transmission occurs up to the application and service

layers visible to the user [6, 69]. Early network adoption was influenced by applications,

such as email, becoming one of the first most successful services deployed [4]. With

further interests for more functionality, Tim Berners-Lee and his team were lead to draw

5Time-sharing Operating System (OS): CTSS and Multics
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up the design for Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), which allowed for sharing of

image content and Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to facilitate such transfers [4].

Uniform Resource Locator (URL) standard was drawn up to specify the location and type

of access. This became the foundation for the WWW that is extensively used to this

day [254]. The creators understood, that in order to encourage wider adoption of WWW,

open source licensing needs to be embraced. Over the decades, the scale and variety

of applications have evolved, from simple emails to remote processing, and towards live

streaming services accessible from anywhere in the world.

Volunteer computing emerged as another form of distributed computing, where users

can volunteer use of idle CPU cycles on their machines for scientific tasks. The most no-

table volunteer computing projects were from Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network

Computing (BOINC), as well as projects6 such as Rosetta@home, SETI@home, Ein-

stein@home, and Stardust@home [57, 140]. SETI@home project utilized volunteer com-

puting to search radio telescope data for signs of extraterrestrial activity. Rosetta@home

project focused on protein folding computations, which later evolved into a crowdsourcing

game called foldit7. The success of these projects inspired increasing number of similar

projects8 and demonstrated great potential for human cognitive skills, to be used within an

exciting participatory experience.

6Choosing BOINC projects: https://boinc.berkeley.edu/projects.php
7foldit homepage: http://fold.it/portal/
8Zooniverse: https://www.zooniverse.org
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Grid computing was conceived to provide a unified view of resources on a multi-in-

stitutional basis called Virtual Organizations (VO), for collaborators participating in sci-

entific experiments [57]. Optical private networks were setup to facilitate point-to-point

connectivity, satisfying High Energy Physics (HEP) experiment requirements [245]. First

operational grids, such as Wordwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) and Open Science

Grid (OSG) deployed in the 2000s, to this day remain one of the largest distributed sys-

tems in the world. From its initial design, Grid computing worked towards standardization

by employing open Grid protocols [297]. Experts understood, that adoption of the Grid

hinged on ease of deployment for a wider range of heterogeneous hardware and networks.

Standardization was unavoidable, as computing and execution environments diversified.

Projects such as Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) further enhanced web tech-

nologies to work within the Grid environment.

The concept of resource virtualization has existed since the days of utility computing,

where abstraction layers were in place to shield users from underlying complexity [297].

Virtualization reemerged in 1992 as a metacomputer, where the heterogeneous nature of

computing and network were dealt with using early versions of middleware stacks [269].

It was called on-demand computing and specifically catered towards companies, offering

rent of services on-demand, when they needed it. In those days, decreased hardware and

network costs allowed businesses to afford increasing amount of resources; thus, produc-

ing a growing infrastructure of highly interconnected complexity. On-demand computing

proved enticing, as concerns for infrastructure efficiency created a need for increased man-

agement complexity, when purchasing assets instead of renting resources on-demand. The

current incarnation of on-demand computing is called Cloud computing.

8



Cloud computing, as with utility and on-demand computing, is a business model.

Cloud resources are rented based on short period pricing scheme for an equivalent price of

renting a full server for that period [33]. Cloud computing providers charge the client on

the basis of CPU and memory usage for resources they receive, according to their level of

service. This means that cloud providers may schedule priority jobs on resources, while

low priority jobs would have to wait until the resources are freed up [33]. For businesses

with unknown computing requirements, market-driven pricing model, where the value the

client places into the resources is used instead of the actual usage price model [33]. With

wide adoption of commercial cloud services, Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and

Google AppEngine have demonstrated the success of the cloud model which is capable

of providing on-demand resources and focusing on web services rather than large data

movement and processing [57].

Historically, technology companies tended to keep management and expansion of their

IT in-house. As IT continued to grow, businesses were forced to incorporate IT into their

business model, separating technology into operational and strategic [20]. Operational

technology facilitated day to day operations, while strategic technology represented ap-

plications that were used for client and supplier communication. Companies were more

willing to outsource their operational needs into the cloud, while keeping strategic technol-

ogy in-house [48]. Businesses that rely on high bandwidth and storage such as Netflix and

Dropbox have migrated to Amazon Web Services (AWS)9 for their primary services [214].

With growing market for assisted and autonomous vehicles and onboard limitations, cloud-

based solutions have also become of great interest to automakers [130]. Cloud computing

9AWS webpage: https://aws.amazon.com/
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market growth, however, is expected to eventually saturate and reach a plateau, as observed

for other technology areas [91].

Due to cost and different requirements, Grid computing remains primarily deployed

within scientific domains, specifically designed to handle computing tasks on highly-dis-

tributed data [57]. While high-risk companies are unlikely to deploy their services in the

Cloud, scientific communities have been successful in adopting both computing models.

Where Grid computing encourages interoperability, Cloud providers often require spe-

cific proprietary formats and use of platform-specific Application Programming Interface

(API); thus, locking the users into their service [57]. Such competitive behavior does not

lend itself to standardization and interoperability for cloud environments [57]. However as

Cloud computing matures, participatory governance may emerge for business IT infras-

tructure management [20].

Internet of Things (IoT) in recent years has reached the top of the hype cycle with

current circulation of 18.2 billion handheld devices and projected growth to 50.1 billion

by 2020 [75, 154]. Consumer shift towards mobile devices has further encouraged hard-

ware vendors to explore new designs, such as System-on-a-Chip (SoC), in pursuit of exas-

cale [238]. IoT is not a novel concept and has existed before as ubiquitous and pervasive

computing. The idea of IoT, over the years, has acquired many definitions, all agreeing

on a form of networked devices communicating within heterogeneous environments. IoT

devices range from systems with a certain level of adaptive intelligence, that we nowa-

days call “smart” to sensors and actuators tasked with monitoring complex systems [159].

These devices are often expected to sense, process, and react on that knowledge within

10



networked environments. While examples of smartphones and wearable technology are

well known, IoT also includes technology in assisted driving cars, smart cities, power

plants, and oil rigs [300]. While access standards and protocols have been extended to

IoT, interoperability still remains a challenge. The price per unit for such devices is de-

creasing, whereas the analytics and subsequent service provided through IoT has been

garnering greater value. The success of such devices can be attributed to their capability

to interconnect with a wide range on-demand services [61].

First computer systems were costly and employed strategies for resource sharing among

users. Driven by increasing computing requirements and decreasing purchase costs, com-

puting environments evolved into computer distributed clusters. Architectural limitations

of general purpose computers further shifted economical interest towards heterogeneous

systems. As hardware technology matured, vendor interests started focusing on the scale

of consumer demand. A multitude of efforts have brought the state-of-networks we enjoy

today and the subsequent energy costs. The wide adoption of the WWW was incentivized

through open standards. The emergence of Grids, Clouds, IoT, and Volunteer comput-

ing projects further expanded the nature and scale of distributed computing. Given the

commercial and scientific adoption of Cloud and Grid services, distributed computing has

become intricately woven into the fabric of our society.
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1.1.2 Software Development

Computer systems in 1940-50s focused on automation of real-life tasks programmed in

hardware for specific inputs10 [139]. With the introduction of programmable computers,

developers saw the birth of software engineering practices with clear goals, extensive pro-

cess planning, and exhaustive design phases. For commercial software development this

proved essential for a wide range of applications, eventually focusing on software devel-

opment of centralized database applications [20]. As software products matured, bugs

and security concerns introduced a need for exhaustive software testing processes. Vul-

nerabilities, such as those exposed within Microsoft products in 2003, have led to the

implementation of security protocols [191]. Microsoft’s Security Development Lifecycle

(SDL) was developed to incorporate threat models that were tested on developed software

through static and surface attack analysis. These software engineering processes eventu-

ally evolved into International Organization for Standardization (ISO) protocols.

For scientific software development, the reality was much different, as formal software

engineering practices proved inadequate [64]. With HEP experiments having an average

code base of O(107) lines and rapidly changing subsystem configurations, HEP software

developers are required to constantly adapt. From early years, HEP applications were

programmed with data throughput performance in mind, rather than in-core floating point

operation efficiency [245]. From the start, HEP software development environment was

collaborative, with frequent releases and thorough community-based testing. Small batch

10The ENIAC Story: http://bit.ly/2prv6pB
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releases have allowed developers to catch failures quicker and adapt to changing require-

ments [186]. Nowadays, these software development processes are known under the guise

of agile methodologies. HEP software development practices, applied for over a decade,

to this day continue to produce a wide range of software packages used within broad range

of scientific domains.

With emergence of wider range of adaptable software engineering practices, the major-

ity of businesses continued to apply formal software development processes11. Recogniz-

ing stringency of these approaches, companies moved to incorporate a level of flexibility

afforded by agile methods, such as Rational Unified Process (RUP), Dynamic Systems

Development Methodology (DSDM), and eXtreme Programming (XP) [72]. For safety-

critical real-time systems developers recognized that accounting for all errors was un-

feasible [151]. Thus, risk-based coding methods were introduced, to deal with dynamic

memory allocation recognizing that fault-preventive strategies could themselves cause un-

intended failures. Furthermore, for critical software static analysis was used to ensure code

compliance12. For projects with sensitive data and legal responsibility, software develop-

ment practices aimed to address Usability, Scalability, Entrustment, and Risk (USER)

concerns [40]. Lightweight software development practices using open-source tools also

emerged to allow for external auditing and wider adoption of collaborative software de-

velopment.

Nowadays, software development for large projects focuses on code re-use, building

11Formal software methods: Capability Maturity Model and SPICE
12MISRA C: https://www.misra.org.uk
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on top of existing systems [78, 198]. Given the increasing complexity of modern soft-

ware, the development philosophy now tends towards stack-oriented models, focused on

building high-level abstraction to address a variety of problem sets [29]. For distributed

scientific applications, such as those deployed in the Grid and Cloud, additional need ex-

ists for generic and easy to use tools that bridge the gap between domain expertise and

drive for computational performance [167]. For long-term software projects forward com-

patibility is crucial, as code bases that took considerable amount of time and money to

develop, now present a challenge to maintain [294]. Reverse-engineering is often labo-

rious due to increased difficulties in describing behavior of connected components as the

code size increases. Such approach involves modularization of underlying functional-

ity, which is not always possible or even feasible. Semi-autonomous tools13 exist that

utilize Model-Driven Engineering (MDE). These tools first build dependencies between

code specification, metrics and source, generating legacy Platform-Specific Model (PSM)

and Platform-Independent Model (PIM), which is then translated into platform-specific

configuration [35].

Standardization is another approach to deal with forward compatibility through APIs

that allow for interoperability between vendor-specific systems [207]. The process of stan-

dardization is often a lengthy, rigorous and consists of a well-planned set of procedures.

IEEE 802 standards that define networking interfaces and routing functionality, as well as

HTML5 standard designed to provide flexible web services, are only a few examples of

standards most commonly implemented within networks today. Additional standards can

13Model-driven Engineering: PaaSage, MODAClouds, REMICS, mOSAIC, Cloud4SOA, and MOMOCS
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also be built on top these for specific service provider needs [83]. The result of standard-

ization is usually of high quality and slow to respond to changes. Open source represents

an alternative, where specific implementation focus is on functionality, rather than in-

teroperability. Given the availability of open source software, it goes through rigorous

penetration testing, that allows for a wider range of vulnerabilities to be exposed [258].

Interfaces, such as ISA, developed by hardware vendors provide programmers with

abstractions to the micro-architecture [266]. As performance needs for GPU and FPGA

increased, heterogeneity and flexibility of resulting systems needed to be reflected in the

ISA14. For constantly evolving language abstractions15 in shared-memory systems, data

races and memory consistency still remain a challenge [8]. Real-life applications are gen-

erally irregular for parallel architectures and are limited in achieving strong scaling [289].

With the growth in assisted and autonomous technology use within modern cars, automak-

ers realize that with plethora of proprietary infotainment systems, standard interfaces

would need to be introduced in order to facilitate inter-vehicle communication [130].

From consumer perspective, increased availability and use of networked devices pro-

vides a need for interoperability [258]. Programs that take advantage of communication

on shared channels are called distributed applications [28]. Microservices is an API ap-

proach used for distributed systems [169]. This approach was initially developed for spe-

cific tasks and eventually spanned across-service domains [292]. While interfaces such as

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and REpresentational State Transfer (REST) have

been instrumental in web development, the lack of good API development practices still

14IBM’s Liquid Metal: https://ibm.co/27au26P
15Shared-memory models: Cilk, TBB, OpenMP and Deterministic Parallel Java (DPJ)
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remains. The success of APIs has been attributed to the provided functionalities that are in-

tegral to service operations. From early HEP experiment requirements, it was known, that

extensive scope of computing could not be achieved using standardization across collabo-

rating resources [245]. Middleware interfaces were developed to facilitate communication

for heterogeneous networks and computing systems.

Lehman’s Law states that for software to remain functional it has to evolve, otherwise

complexity increases if left unattended [87]. Software engineering practices proved instru-

mental within both industry and scientific domains, adopting distinctly different software

development philosophies. With modern stack-driven software development, concerns

from performance overheads have become more prominent when compared to native de-

ployments [74]. Efforts to reduce such effects have led companies, such as LinkedIn,

to use thin clients to achieve a speedup of 2-5 times, over classical web stack deploy-

ments [232]. From web service perspective, decrease in footprint can be achieved through

use of lower payload using such methods as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) data in-

stead of Extensible Markup Language (XML). On the other hand, standardization and API

have demonstrated, that software life cycle does not necessarily increase code complexity.

Moreover, it was shown that decreases in complexity can be achieved through extensive

reverse-engineering [87]. Long-term software projects it was observed, that while pro-

grammers strive for balance between hardware systems and programming abstractions,

software functionality remains paramount, as future software obsolescence looms ahead.
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1.1.3 Prescriptive Analytics

Prescriptive analytics was originally coined16 by IBM to separate business goals into three

distinct stages: descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive. From describing observed pat-

terns within data, to modeling expected behavior and then making a decision to achieve

specific goals, prescriptive analytics recently reemerged as Big Data analytics. Big Data

analytics encompasses a multitude of analytical tools and machine learning techniques.

For scientific domains, Big Data refers to data that exceed capabilities of a single set of

computational resources. It also refers to large data sets that are unstructured and require

specific analysis methods in order to be processed [75]. Big Data is also described using

4 Vs17: volume from data scale, variety of file formats and structure, velocity referring to

rate of acquisition, and veracity emphasizing data uncertainties and biases.

Big Data analytics has evolved from an era of data management and warehousing, im-

plemented within Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS) [75]. As early as

1989, businesses recognized the value of their data and subsequently the need for more

computing resources [11]. In the early days, data was structured, relying on classical sta-

tistical methods following the concept of Extraction, Transformation, and Load (ETL).

Tools such as clustering, regression, and filtering were commonly applied. With increased

demand for analytical scale and competitive advantage, the need for highly responsive

analytical models emerged [90]. Growth in deployment of distributed systems and in-

troduction of Web2.0 features forced businesses to realize the potential of user-generated

16Advanced Analytics: https://ibm.co/2okhU5D
17The FOUR V’s of Big Data: http://ibm.co/18nYiuo
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content made available through such services as product reviews and browsing prefer-

ences. With increasing use of social media, analytical techniques for product development

and understanding of service shortcomings have transformed Big Data analytics into a

business commodity [102].

Future outlook for emerging technology is focused on distributed heterogeneous hard-

ware of increasing scale, working collectively within open networked environments. IoT,

such as nanosensors integrated into autonomous vehicles, are increasingly expected to re-

solve risks autonomously [206]. Increase in costs and security vulnerabilities for such

systems have encouraged experts to adopt Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques, such as

cognitive computing and deep learning [131]. Healthcare providers also recognize that

with extensive collection of healthcare information opportunities exist for improving qual-

ity of service and cost reduction [236]. Prescriptive analytics in medicine currently pro-

vides decision-making, in order to maximize positive outcome among a multitude of pos-

sibilities, knowing each of their expected outcomes. In particular, this is used to decide

on drug dosage and assessment of alternative treatments for patients. Discovery analytics

for drug discovery is another domain that searches for previously unknown correlations.

Neural networks have been used for disease outbreak prediction based on meteorological

data [270].

Companies such as Amazon have successfully developed analytical techniques for cus-

tomer recommendation systems [75]. Facebook, Amazon, and Google, all strive to be on

the forefront of web analytics for user-generated content. While Big Data analytics has
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demonstrated great potential, user data privacy and uncertainty of results are often over-

looked. In 2013, due to human and interpretative errors, Google Flu Trend failed to predict

the spread of the seasonal flu [175]. For Ebola outbreak in 2014, the predicted results were

skewed due to lack of initial data and use of deterministic models to make predictions.

Both cases demonstrate that developers have made assumptions that did not account for

uncertainty within the data. Studies conducted using Multi-Party Computation (MPC) also

recognized that for healthcare data, even state of the art security, could not accommodate

for organizational access requirements [40].

From genomics and microbiomics to proteomics, the past decade has seen an emer-

gence of collaborations exploring ’-omics’ on a quest to discover the nature of the human

genome on an unprecedented scale [45]. Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE)

collaboration18 is a consortium that recognizes the need for collaborative scale and result

standardization. With expected scale of 250,000 genomes requiring 67.3 Petabyte (PB)

of storage, researchers are now turning towards distributed environments. Computational

biologists have observed that current Big Data analytics, while allows for discovery of

patterns, still incurs the risk of over-fitting. Furthermore, select predictive algorithms for

this domain have shown to be effective only for specific data sets.

Big Data analytics in the industry is built around RDBMS machine learning analytical

tools that were designed to handle well-structured and consistent data [176]. Recommen-

dation systems deployed by Amazon and Netflix represent such trained systems. Exclud-

ing the computational complexity, real-life input data exhibits ambiguity and bias. With

18ENCODE project Database: www.encodeproject.org/
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projects trying to bridge this gap by analyzing meta-data19 demonstrate that patterns do

in fact exist within ’dark data’20 Adoption of generic machine learning techniques used in

conjunction with expert-guided knowledge for training systems, have shown potential to

overcome the above concerns. For business intelligence areas, however, real-time deci-

sion-making still presents an unsolved problem [75].

With projects such as Distributed Aircraft Maintenance Environment (DAME), fault

diagnosis within aircraft engines, show that interactions of components within distributed

systems are complex [23]. Expert system reliability for such deployments is a crucial

requirement. With the advancement of FreeFlight/NextGen21 programs, aircraft safety has

been significantly improved. The current reality is that automation, even for thoroughly-

tested commercial solutions, cannot account for all risks [218]. From avionic automated

control systems to assisted and automated vehicles, Big Data analytics has shown that

human expert assistance is still necessary. Security experts also agree that one cannot

prepare for all risks [131]. While local systems may detect issues at a granular level, they

lack knowledge of the security breach and are limited in decision-making. High level

experts on the other hard, are able to gain full understanding of the situation, however,

they are slow to take preemptive action.

Big Data analytics classically relied on closed data for operational needs of the orga-

nization. Over the years, businesses have evolved to recognize the potential of externally

available data for operational decision-making. Machine learning has been extensively

19DeepDive webpage: deepdive.stanford.edu/
20Meta-data that is collected within an organization for compliance purposes.
21FreeFlight Systems: http://www.freeflightsystems.com/
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integrated into a wide range of domains. While being successful for business-oriented

applications, current analytical methods fail to account for uncertainty and bias of open

systems. Techniques, such as expert-guided modeling and decision-making, have shown

to overcome certain limitations of classical methods. However for real-life expert systems,

risk assessment and decision granularity still remains a challenge.

1.2 Technological Disruption

From hurricanes to hacking, technological disruption is a term used for physical and ser-

vice-related occurrences. It also refers to future technology that could disrupt business

product and service models. In 1993, IBM was facing a major disruption for their main-

frames from personal computers [84]. Early on, the company recognized that new tech-

nologies had potential for new opportunities and considerable investment was made to

develop it. In the 1990s, Internet was a disruptive technology. Nowadays, mobile comput-

ing has the potential to become disruptive [75]. For complex distributed systems, failure

prediction and modeling is limited by uncertainty and bias, naturally occurring within the

open system environments. Technological failures also stem from eventual data and soft-

ware obsolescence, for which future compatibility has become an important consideration.

Distributed systems are becoming increasingly vulnerable as their scale and complexity

increases. With the explosion of user-generated data and security guarantee limitations

from service providers, raise concerns of usage benefits for such systems. While known

physical and software risks can be prepared for, effects of new service introduction and

constraints on the economy still remain a mystery.
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1.2.1 Naturally Occurring Events

Catastrophe theory stipulates that failures occur due to asynchronously triggered changes

in observed parameters [144]. Theory of critical phenomena further suggests, that at

threshold points of such failures, a power-law distribution is expected. However, stud-

ies have also shown that for certain fault-tolerance scenarios of computer networks, error

propagation does exhibit a cascading skewed distribution. Networked services, in partic-

ular, often do not distinguish between transient failures and disasters [120]. For complex

systems in general, power-distribution does not hold due to inherent properties of having

several optimal behaviors, which are uncontrollable and self-managed. Experts agree that

even with detailed monitoring of complex systems, one would not be able to predict pre-

cise consequences or actions needed for the outcome. Real-life distributed systems are

open environments affected by external, potentially unplanned disruptions.

Failures within modern hardware systems are relatively less of a factor than service

interruptions or environmental faults [128]. This is due to the increasing reliability of

hardware components, as well as implemented self-checking and checkpointing mecha-

nisms. Factors affecting stability of a hardware system include environmental (e.g., fire,

flood), electrical power, periods of maintenance, data movement, and ultimately human

factors from expert intervention. With this in mind, studies still show that 98% of unex-

pected system faults originate from external factors [128].

Experts at Facebook observe, that rapid changes in a system configuration will affect

the occurrence of failures, when such configurations are executed [202]. For highly-dis-

tributed networks, misconfiguration can lead to outages on a global scale, as seen from the
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Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) incident in 2008 [28]. The use of common configuration

and static validation before deployment have shown to be effective of being able to quickly

revert back to good configuration when faults occur. Critical core services at Facebook,

in particular, employ cached data and well-tested APIs. Companies also understand, that

failures may occur because of individual machine failures, unexpected spikes in workload

changes due to major social events, human error, and resource exhaustion [202].

From tragic past technological catastrophes and near misses, experts agree that with

high-risk systems, failures are probable regardless of the level of management [228]. In-

teractive complexity refers to complex systems with high degree of interconnection, which

are tightly-coupled, where effects in one component are propagated to another faster com-

pared to a loosely-coupled environment. By design, certain distributed systems have intri-

cate layers of interaction providing tightly-coupled services. Thus occurrence of failures

in such systems is not a set of unfortunate circumstances but an expected behavior, referred

to as a normal accident [225]. With both complexity and connectivity design considera-

tions, complete view of all possible risks is not feasible [228]. Effective failures may stem

from another layer of interacting failures occurring concurrently [28]. Observations for

tightly-coupled complex systems have shown, that while they fail from predictable causes,

the consequences can be truly unpredictable [192]. Theory of Complex Adaptive Systems

states, that while such uncertainties exist, complex systems can still be “understood, im-

proved, and exploited” [192]. Such an approach requires defining of process variations,

their interactions and selection of action that facilitates survivability for all participants.
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Root Cause Analysis (RCA) is a set of processes for which circumstances of fail-

ures are determined with the intention to prevent future occurrences of such faults [86].

For software projects, RCA methods generally follow a set action plan, which is drawn

up during the software development phase. Methods that determine cause-effect patterns

include fault-tree and causal factor analysis. Experts recognize, that while for closed soft-

ware packages extensive testing strategies may be applied, real-world applications tend to

depend and interact with external interfaces, for which the RCA may not be exposed. Per-

formance bottlenecks also present a form of failure that is generally addressed manually,

which requires time, money, and expertise in the programming model, as well as perfor-

mance engineering methodology [295]. Due to RCA requiring fine-grained information

on the software performance, which may not always be available, the process of identify-

ing causes for such inefficiencies still is an unresolved domain. For distributed software,

such as web applications, RCA of performance anomalies presents an even larger con-

cern [156].

For complex and tightly-coupled systems, such as Grid and Cloud environments, fail-

ures are bound to occur. While recovery processes are deployed within such infrastruc-

tures, concern for availability and support of subsystems that will eventually become unre-

pairable still remains [70]. What should a business do when a critical software component

becomes defunct? Planning for the future is crucial as the question of being able to access

such material in the future is unavoidable. Format obsolescence and interoperable com-

patibility affects all computing environments [17]. Methods addressing these concerns

exist, with such tools as bitstream analysis called Digital Record and Object Identification

(DROID), where format patterns are determined through individual byte analysis. One
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may also consider keeping precise specifications of each format that is specific to the im-

plementation22. The challenge, though, still remains that even with the same data format

but different software implementation, the produced results will be different.

Experts recognize a need to preserve the ability of being able to read obsolete data

and execute old software [71]. Projects such the Olive Project 23 provide tools to create a

snapshot of a working environment. Through virtual machines, the data and application

functionality can be emulated locally or remotely within Grid or Cloud infrastructures.

Crash consistency refers to the ability to gracefully recover data from system outages,

caused by power and system failures [230]. For distributed systems, application-level

crash consistency depends on underlying state of the deployed stack. It is well-known

that data may become corrupted during system failures; thus, it becomes the task of the

programmer to be prepared for such events.

Data collected by HEP experiments requires great investment of time, human effort,

and financial support to collect and process, leading it to be a unique endeavor [14]. Study

groups such as Data Preservation in HEP (DPHEP) 24 outline the need to preserve data and

software as well its accessibility beyond the lifetime of the experiments [261]. Provided

the scale of modern HEP experiments, corruption of content within storage is inevitable

and without data preservation efforts Data will become unusable or lost [14]. This may

occur either due to breakage, wear out, or transmission errors [261]. Current experiment

22Biological taxonomy projects: International Plant Names Index (IPNI) and Zoobank
23Olive Executable Archive: https://olivearchive.org/
24DPHEP project webpage: https://hep-project-dphep-portal.web.cern.ch/
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data preservation efforts involve many months of manpower to adjust the data, documen-

tation, and software according to data preservation guidelines. For past experiments such

an option is often not available. Thus virtualization methods, such as CernVM, allow

one to both execute old software as well make changes through version control systems.

Tools such as CERN Analysis Preservation (CAP) are also used to assist researchers in

preserving information that facilitates understanding of their work [14].

Modeling of technological failures for complex computer systems does not follow clas-

sical cascading skewed distributions. Faults in hardware systems stem from external fac-

tors. Misconfiguration and resource exhaustion for services deployed within distributed

systems are handled through use of stable configurations and APIs. Complex systems

consist of tightly-coupled layers of services. While cause-effect analysis of faults within

such systems is not feasible, modeling of service interactions can be used to reduce effects

during failures. RCA techniques are also limited in applicability for stack-based deploy-

ments. Data and software preservation is another challenge as hardware and programming

models become obsolete, for which techniques that preserve data format specification and

virtualized working environments have been developed. Data preservation tools are ac-

tively developed to capture not only software results and implementations, but also the

understanding of the research being conducted.

1.2.2 Security and Privacy

For distributed systems including IoT, security represents a scaling problem: security-crit-

ical implementations increase exponentially along with the platform that they are deployed
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on [172]. As more security features are added, the risk of introducing more vulnerabil-

ity increases. Through studies of open source projects [78] legacy code was found to

contribute 62% of discovered vulnerabilities. Malformed service configurations also con-

tribute to failures and further jeopardize system security [248]. The possibility of over-

coming cryptography through such protocols, as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), have re-

cently been demonstrated [172]. The discovery of vulnerabilities within Transport Layer

Protocol (TLS) implementations signifies that systems may be compromised at any layer,

more often with unexpected consequences [42]. Thus, with increased use of deployed

stack layers, the exposure to vulnerabilities is further exacerbated. Pressure for encryption

bypasses by law enforcement, could potentially further increase deployed complexity [5].

Adding more features also introduces more vulnerability into the service and through such

backdoors one could inadvertently become a target. Limitations in security assurance

within software have shifted vendor focus towards hardware designs.

While algorithmic proofs for cryptographic methods are well-defined, extracting ad-

ditional information from side-channel attacks undermines these security models. Side-

channel attacks bypass the software stack gaining access to hardware components [214].

Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) addresses such attacks through hardware imple-

mentations25. Malicious hardware can also be introduced into the systems as visually

indistinguishable and untraceable through power and performance effects [132]. Experts

have shown that a single sabotaged component can give privileged access to the OS of

25ARM: TrustZone CPU, Rambus: CryptoManager core, Apple: Secure Enclave
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the device. IoT represents another example of a less understood need for security guar-

antees. Projects such as Shodan 26 and OnionScan 27 have demonstrated a wide scope of

vulnerabilities within industrial computing, emphasizing that considerable number of such

devices were control systems for highly critical services such as water plants and power

grids [300].

Denial of Service (DOS) occurs when a set of agents or users receive privileged ac-

cess over other agents, potentially preventing other users from accessing the service [120].

DOS may also occur due to natural performance variations caused by congestion. While

detection of DOS is possible, the question of effective recovery still remains. For net-

worked services it is understood that an interdependent behavior between users exists

[120]. With recent devastating effects of Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) on Do-

main Name Service (DNS) attacks, notably Dyn 28, have shown that scale and distributed

nature of such attacks are difficult to not only detect but also to mitigate in time to avoid

catastrophic failure of services. Recent DDOS attacks have also demonstrated the scale of

disruption for compromised IoT devices. In one instance, through Mirai malware deployed

on vulnerable devices, such devices became a part of a set of botnet zombies [190]. Mi-

rai was also able to affect private routers where hard-coded password exploits were used.

The scale for such attacks goes beyond personal devices and can indeed affect healthcare

services and critical infrastructures such as power and transportation. However efforts to

address these concerns are emerging with such projects as IEEE Cyber-security Initiative

that has recently demonstrated designs for secure wearable technology [190].

26Shodan search engine for IoT: https://www.shodan.io/
27OnionScan: Investigating the Dark Web: https://onionscan.org/
28Dyn statement on DDOS attack: http://bit.ly/2m4N6l0
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For cloud systems, security exploits often go undetected [214]. Given the shared re-

source model of cloud services, guests can potentially exploit other guests running on the

same hardware layer. Increasing concern exists for side-channel attacks where sensitive

data may be intercepted through shared caches. Another approach can be used to gain es-

calated permissions within the hypervisor. For cloud service attacks, a common approach

is to utilize chaining of several exploits for an attack. Cloud providers recognize these con-

cerns and take steps to mitigate security issues through standard compliance certification

programs [214]. In addition, methods such as nested virtualization can be used by guests

to host hypervisors; thus, providing an additional layer of obfuscation. In order to address

software attacks, methods such as Virtual Black Box (VBB) are in active research, facili-

tating obfuscation of program execution [97]. Trusted boot methods allow guests to verify

platform guarantees. Cloud storage is popularly used to backup services and valuable user

data [216]. Trustworthiness of storage services is implicit with users expecting that cloud

providers monitor and ensure security of their resource. That is not the case, as was shown

with recent examples where Dropbox sharing services and Cisco Systems Voice over IP

cryptography were compromised, demonstrating that security guarantees can be affected

at all levels.

Natural disasters in security may stem from future computing capabilities that will

eventually undermine public-key cryptography and key management, through advance-

ments in algorithms that are capable of solving discrete-log equations [217]. New emerg-

ing transactional technology such as blockchain is expected to deeply impact both com-

mercial and technology industry, addressing privacy, and security issues of bitcoin [206].

For autonomous vehicles, guarantees of privacy and security for passengers would need
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to be in place. The Grid, in particular, addresses security concerns through distributed

VO which acts as a policy domain overlay, dynamically handling of entities, which are

institutions that wish to gain access to the resources [263]. This mechanism implements a

dynamic federation service of trust domains.

With the emergence of AI ecosystems, from unified personal medicine to social event

scheduling, privacy and security trust would need to be ensured [206]. With recent inci-

dents such as DigiNotar breach, demonstrated use of man-in-the-middle exploits [22]. The

open SSL Heartbleed vulnerability highlighted issues within HTTP over SSL (HTTPS)

protocol that is used to first establish a trust relationship between the user and target ser-

vice, followed by creation of an encrypted tunnel. Such trust is usually established through

a TLS/SSL certificate issued by a Certificate Authority (CA). HTTPS implements system-

atic vulnerabilities, often referred to as a weakest link, meaning that almost anyone is able

to request certificates from a CA. If a CA is compromised then the whole infrastructure

is compromised. Businesses, such as Mozilla, require CAs to publicly state or constrain

their chain of trust transparency. Alternatively, another CA can be introduced in order to

verify the validity of issued certificates.

BGP is a protocol that provides route discovery service for Autonomous Systems

(ASes) to destination IP prefix. Forwarding policy is mainly guided by economical factors

with BGP having no single authority [125]. This can be exploited to cause routing errors,

potentially inducing regional congestion and eventual blackhole scenario, where entire

network experiences outages. BGP can also be forced to route traffic through untrustwor-

thy ASes that intercept data before passing it on. To address these issues standardized
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Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) technique is used to detect routing through

unintended ASes. The Internet does not employ a single set of procedures for ensuring

BGP security [194]. Thus to resolve such vulnerabilities, cryptography and white listing

implementations of prefix filtering are used [125].

A discrepancy between scalable and non-scalable attacks exists for which scalable

attacks represent only a fraction of all attack types, having lower deployment costs and

being more easily detected [149]. Non-scalable attacks represent the majority of currently

used attacks, where the study of a single target behavioral pattern is used to guide the

attack. Users have been shown to lack understanding of security risks of their digital

footprint when using mobile devices and popular web services [221, 246]. A pattern of

voluntary oversharing of information has emerged. The aggregate of such information may

lead to identity theft and the tracking of a person’s movements. However such concerns

also relate to well-established technologies, such as emails, that transfer metadata about

the sender, receiver and the path they took in their headers [221]. With such methods

as “active Wi-Fi probing”, mobile devices can be compromised into broadcasting their

network history. Security experts, recognizing these concerns, implement mobile apps,

such as TaintDroid, to detect misuse of apps on Android smartphones trying to access

identifying and location information [99]. While access control relies on trust between

the user and application developer, restricting network access for apps is not a solution as

more IoT services rely on cloud-based access.

Given the low costs of legally collecting user-generated data, have introduced great

opportunities for businesses to provide targeted marketing [21, 221]. The abundance of
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such information has created a market for data brokering. Experts observe that the number

of data available for collection has been consistently increasing. Concerns for regulation

and use of such data are under review, as financial and health services implement file-

tagging and anonymization, in order to control the release of personal information [21,

94]. With judicial provisions of bulk surveillance for certain countries, concerns of actual

intelligence efficacy and oversight are on the forefront [188].

Quality of Service (QoS) represents a level that the service provider is able to meet. For

distributed computing this usually refers to availability and reliability guarantees [256].

When negotiating, the customer and service provider sign an Service Level Agreement

(SLA) that details the level of QoS that service provider will provision and customer will

be expected to receive. Adherence to SLA is usually handled by the service provider

through monitoring agents [66]. QoS requirements generally tend to apply only to situa-

tions of hardware failure. Amazon EC2, Google Compute Engine and Microsoft’s Azure

only make availability guarantees [66]. With growing concerns for data privacy, have led

customers to demand confidentiality and integrity provisions for their data stored in the

Cloud.

With increased stack-based service deployment in distributed systems, increase in se-

curity vulnerabilities is inevitable. Software-based security techniques have been shown to

be ineffective in the presence of vulnerabilities within connected service layers. Hardware

systems have also been shown to lack security considerations, especially for instances of

hardware sabotage. Furthermore, potential effects from vulnerable IoT systems can have

devastating consequences for high-risk environments. Distributed service providers are
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limited in the level of security they can provide; thus, forcing users to adopt their own

techniques to ensure safety of their services and data. Establishing trust and routing traffic

are domains where vulnerabilities of implemented protocols can be exploited. With in-

creasing scale of user-generated content, possibility of data misuse that compromises user

privacy is growing. With such concerns, demand for security and privacy guarantees from

distributed service providers have been increasing.

1.3 Future Requirements

One of the largest scientific distributed environments in the world is WLCG29. It is a

collaboration of 42 countries with 170 data centers, participating in the discovery of the

principle structure of the universe30. The unified environment facilitates access to data and

computing resources for scientists located throughout the world. With HEP experiments

aiming for higher trigger rates and luminosity have subsequently led to higher data out-

put rates. For A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) planned interaction rate from

50 kHz to 200 kHz is leading to the development of Offline-Online (O2) facility for syn-

chronous and asynchronous reconstruction during data taking [51]. With continued growth

in data acquisition from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), 20 % yearly increase in CPU

requirements is expected [43, 287]. An estimated growth from 60 PetaBytes per year to

600 Petabytes per year is projected for simulated, raw and processed data for LHC exper-

iments [261]. Projecting several decades ahead, the LHC is expected to generate volume

29WLCG webpage: http://wlcg-public.web.cern.ch/
30About CERN: http://home.cern/about
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of hundreds of Exabytes. LHC experiments such as A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS)

and ALICE consistently reprocess data, for which production jobs present the greatest

bottleneck [287, 299]. From the beginning, HEP experiments understood, that scale and

accessibility will be one of the greatest challenges in data access and processing [245].

For projects in Astrophysics storage and computational needs are in high demand as

Square Kilometre Array (SKA) going online in 2020 will consist of approximately 2,000

radio dishes distributed around the world [95]. The expected data acquisition rate for SKA

will be 1 Exabyte (EB) per day [95] with 22 million Terabyte (TB) stored per year [201].

Given the distributed nature for such a project, fault-tolerance is paramount. With projects

such as Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) currently recording 140 TB per day, with

the expected acquisition of ultra-high resolution images every 15 seconds for a planned pe-

riod of 10 years towards target storage of 100 PB [223, 299]. In addition, National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration (NASA) Solar and Heliosphere Observatory generating

1.6 TB per day, exemplifies the need for more storage [223]. In this domain, variety of file

formats presents a significant challenge. While a unifying format is a solution, realistic

outlook suggests it will remain unsolved. Therefore, the current focus is on developing

tools that will detect and extract data regardless of format [201].

With emergence of Human Proteome Project (HPP) to create a list of proteins of the

human body, measurement tools improve and the scale of data grows [251]. Advances

in genome sequencing technology have led to data increases 10 times every year and the

emergence of collaborative projects31 [34]. Currently, storage needs for genomic data

31Google Genomics: https://cloud.google.com/genomics/; DNAnexus: https://www.

dnanexus.com/
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are exceeding available resources, while network connectivity remains limited for analyt-

ics [34, 223]. It is a common practice for researchers to download data for local analy-

sis, spending half of their time analyzing data and the other half downloading it [200].

Genomic data exhibits unique unstructured behavior. With considerable costs from data

transmission across wide area network, the need for distributed inter-operable service pro-

vision exists [223]. Moreover, with the scale of genomic data being generated, the problem

remains of transferring data over public networks, which may take weeks [223]. Concerns

of being data locked into the cloud service provider also persist [200].

The field of Health Analytics is not novel and has a goal of improving patient safety

and providing decision tools for managing illnesses [236]. The challenge for oncological

patient care is focused on data processing and analysis [7]. Current Big Data sets inter-

sect with drug clinical trials, which have become instrumental for developing new thera-

pies32 [7,98]. For healthcare analytics, concerns over patient data privacy and security is on

the forefront as Electronical Medical Record (EMR) becomes more adopted [236]. Specif-

ically, compliance with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and

Institutional Review Board (IRB) have created a need to develop tools for secure and pri-

vacy compliant platforms [75]. Demand for personalized medicine and preventive control

has been increasing over the years. While collaboration is encouraged in the medical field,

concerns for privacy have yet to be addressed [9].

Pharmaceutical companies, recognizing the value of Big Data analytics in reducing

drug development costs, have launched projects to share clinical trials data33 [283]. With

32CancerLinQ project: https://cancerlinq.org/
33Clinical Study webpage: https://clinicalstudydatarequest.com/
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increasingly stringent regulations and shift towards value-cost model for new drugs, suc-

cess of such endeavors depends on collaborative analytical efforts, making use of highly-

distributed medical data, ranging from patient social media posts to data capture devices.

The major challenges in this domain are from unstructured and incompatible data for-

mats, as well as effectiveness for its use. The success of predictions made using public

data demonstrates the potential use for interpolating drug discovery and gene-expression

data [267].

With the growth of publicly available data sets, the field of knowledge discovery is

growing [170, 267]. Collaborative efforts of research institutes and cloud providers have

been evolving to handle larger data requirements and open data access [227]. The desire

exists for genome research to have a “centralized space”, to come together for collabora-

tive research. A number of large scale repositories exist for genome data, such as Geno-

types and Phenotypes (dbGaP) and European Genome-phenome Archive (EGA) [273].

The data sets contained within are already beyond PB scale and scientists agree that a

collaborative effort must be made in order to maintain these data sets in the form usable

by others [200]. With current tendency towards cloud providers, concerns for data lock-in

and control pricing has been brought to attention [48]. With the controversy in regards to

mass surveillance, the efficacy of such data comes under fire, requiring reasonable methods

when dealing with different data types [188].

Projects such iPlant Collaborative34 demonstrate potential for researchers and educa-

tors to collaborate on plant science using Cloud services [95]. User-friendliness for such

34CyVerse homepage: http://www.cyverse.org/
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projects, deployed within Cloud infrastructures, is increasingly emphasized by funding

agencies. Open network collaborations have become essential for scientific inquiry, with

examples as eBird and Galaxy Zoo [170]. In addition, Grid initiatives for providing scien-

tific platforms have been implemented in WLCG, OSG and Enabling Grids for E-sciencE

(EGEE). Experts recognize the potential of collaborative efforts, whether triggered by eco-

nomical or reproducible factors, and the need for the data to be interoperable [170, 195].

Given the nature of healthcare software and data variability, data collection and anal-

ysis are done manually [98]. Experts have observed that such software solutions do not

easily scale [9]. With such programming models as MapReduce, programming is not sim-

ple, requiring proficiency in adapting application logic to the MapReduce model [223].

Efforts such as Genome Analysis Tool Kit (GATK) demonstrated the success when ap-

plied to scientific tasks [223]. Given the scale and acquisition rate for HEP experiments,

the need for quick computation of calibration passes exists [235]. The Grid programming

model implements functionality of Remote Call Procedure (RPC), job parallelism, and

message passing. With the potential performance gain of modern distributed computing

models, refactoring highly critical applications is often not justified, whether due to cost

or possibility of introducing errors [201]. Researchers instead recognize that tools should

exist that will handle the necessary optimizations for newer software development mod-

els. For scientific applications, it is a requirement that application development should be

easy for the domain expert, portable and achieve performance as though an expert pro-

grammer has developed it [167]. Moreover, methods beyond physical shipping should

be developed to facilitate data transfers of large data sets [88]. Given the unique nature

of large scale scientific projects, scientists need tools that reduce the programming need
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for high-performance proficiency while allowing tools to handle parallelism and hardware

heterogeneity [238].

Current understanding of transient and eventual failures in highly-complex distributed

systems is limited [238]. With increased computing demands from HEP experiments,

computational costs of recovery from failures need to be reduced [288]. Unlike the Cloud,

the Grid does not follow strict guarantees for optimal service provision instead opting for

modes of failures of automatic recovery procedures implemented using redundancy [259].

Resource recovery, to this day, relies on administrator expertise, software stack and hard-

ware-specific deployments. With expected increase in the number of computing resources

working in tandem, expert reactivity would need to scale beyond manual recovery. For

healthcare providers in particular, ease of use and need for reliable real-time analysis of

patient data during critical situations is needed [236]. For HEP long-term data preserva-

tion, access, and transfers are a challenge [259]. For all domains dealing with large scale

data and processing, techniques for execution verification and recovery from failures are

crucial.

Scientific research is the second most computationally intensive domain35. For HEP

experiments the scale of data is expected to grow into exascale with data reprocessing op-

timization being one of the greatest challenges [245]. Large scale projects in Astrophysics

recognize that while increasing amount of data is being recorded, format standardization is

a concern. For genomic research deployed Clouds, a need for better data transfer models

35From Top500 November 2016 webpage: https://www.top500.org/
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and interoperable environments exists. For healthcare domains, data privacy and interop-

erability are the principle challenges. Most scientific fields recognize that data analytics

should extend to provide collaborative environments with tools that can autonomously

handle platform optimizations while allowing researchers to focus on the task at hand.

With the growth in reliance on distributed environments, reducing effects of failures be-

comes essential as storage and computational costs increase. Therefore, expert-guided

understanding of risks and actionable decisions within such systems is needed.

1.4 Instability Detection and Analysis

Distributed computing systems cover a broad range of computing infrastructures which are

heterogeneous, inter-connected, and architected around stack-based deployments. Failure

occurrence in such tightly-coupled systems, while expected, does not easily lend itself to

predictive modeling due to the complex interactions between interconnected service lay-

ers. Therefore, an approach is needed that can describe these interactions to help minimize

failure effects, without relying on platform dependent environments. ALICE Grid repre-

sents such an environment that deploys open standards and constantly run dynamically

scaling compute-intensive work loads, that take advantage of all heterogeneous network

and computational resources.

This work is motivated by the need for failure detection within large scale distributed

production computing environments using non-intrusive techniques. Through operational
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analysis of issues encountered by the data centers, it is our goal to develop online classifi-

cation tools for grouping instabilities based on service layers; thus, allowing for compar-

ative analysis across-data centers. Finally, we aim to implement a technique for detecting

an instability precursor, described through data center stability and services offered within

that environment.

In Chapter 2, we review state of the art distributed environments, performance mod-

eling techniques and reliability approaches for recoverable systems. In Chapter 3, we

perform parameter selection and develop site event vector that outlines domains of failure.

Chapter 4 defines site stability measure and through event selection delves into the nature

of instability events. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the work done and presents an outlook

on future work.
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Chapter 2

Background

Modern day large scale data center environments, such as the WLCG, Amazon, and

Google exhibit greater variability in hardware and software systems as their deployed scale

grows. Stack-based service implementations for such infrastructures provide a degree of

encapsulation, with limited interoperability and monitoring capabilities e.g., Clouds and

virtual machines. Understanding and predicting failures within distributed computing en-

vironments presents a challenge, as these systems are designed to be increasingly com-

plex and tightly-coupled. From failure of predicting flu outbreak patterns to large scale

disasters, failure analytics has shown that dynamic interacting complexity should not be

underestimated. This signifies that an extensive number of factors can affect operational

performance variation throughout the life cycle of the resources; thus, an understanding

of key risks need to be first established. From scientific software quality to expected net-

work variability, instabilities can still occur due to external factors, where RCA may not be
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available. This section aims to establish the core distributed system service layers affect-

ing operational performance fluctuations, the tools and analysis models used for evaluating

operational behavior within large-data processing production environments.

Section 2.1 identifies the principle computing model components and access patterns

used for large-scale distributed environments with focus on the HEP Grid infrastructure.

In this section, we establish key middleware components used for job management at the

local data center level, as well as for centrally managed services, with particular focus on

the ALICE Grid computing model. Subsection 2.1.3 describes the storage layer provid-

ing a critical service for large-scale data processing tasks, such as the HEP productions

jobs running across all available resources. Subsection 2.1.4 describes the monitoring ser-

vices deployed within the ALICE Grid. The following subsection provides an overview

for the HEP software workflow, specifically focused on large-scale data processing tasks.

Section 2.2 establishes the state of the art tools and metrics used for modeling distributed

resource performance, with the goal of identifying reliability metrics. Subsection 2.2.2

describes the tools and models applied to network modeling and data transfers. Sub-

section 2.2.3 presents techniques used for software modeling. Section 2.3 aims to iden-

tify the state of the art techniques used for detecting patterns within a data set. Subsec-

tion 2.3.2 further presents methods for predictive analysis using clustering and forecast-

ing approaches. Section 2.4 explores the risks and failure detection methods employed

within data center environments, identifying failure types and available modeling tech-

niques. Subsection 2.4.2 describes fault-tolerance and recovery approaches implemented

within distributed computing environments. Subsection 2.4.3 explores reliability modeling

techniques that are necessary for operational fault modeling of complex systems.
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2.1 Grid and Cloud Environments

Distributed computing environment variability is dependent on individual data center scale,

budget, and job requirements. From virtual hardware domains to programmable client in-

terfaces, grid and cloud environments consist of layers employing a degree of service

encapsulation. Local task scheduling and distributed resource brokering are bound by data

I/O and task efficiency. For distributed environments data storage and transfer mechanisms

are chosen according to data access patterns and guarantee requirements. Monitoring for

these systems is done through an amalgamation of open source tools as well as environ-

ment-specific solutions. Software developed for HEP experiments is guided by operational

data flow and domain-specific algorithms where job efficiency becomes paramount as tasks

scale.

2.1.1 Computing Models

Data centers design computing environments according to their budget and consideration

for platform homogeneity as well as commodity hardware [290]. Current heterogeneous

systems incorporating FPGA and GPU into production environments are deployed for

specialized tasks such as search engine ranking [234]. Purpose-built High Performance

Computing (HPC) systems such as the Cray XD11 and Novo-G are constructed using

FPGA hardware [116]. The access model for generic and special-purpose data centers

as well as Grid and Cloud deployments can be characterized in terms of centralized and

1Cray XD1 Press Release: http://bit.ly/2qhyzUV
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client

Figure 2.1: Decentralized (left) and centralized (right) distributed access models

decentralized organization as shown in Figure 2.1.

Centralized Cloud services such as Amazon EC2 provide a single portal through which

users manage their job and worker instances. These type of services are geared towards

exploiting data locality by implementing availability and reliability guarantees only within

a single data center. Decentralized deployments such as WLCG implement resource dis-

covery mechanisms and distribute data across-data centers called sites using middleware

stacks that allow for independent operations. Network-oriented service providers such as

Google, recognize the advantages of a hybrid approach for deploying centralized control

alongside decoupled Software-Defined Network (SDN), yielding reduced need for re-en-

gineering control management when new hardware is introduced [286].

Scientific computing grids tend to be designed around open standard API and proto-

cols, a providing degree of QoS with “throughput, availability and security” in mind [106].

Such environments provide collaborative services with potentially transient service life

cycles [107]. The LHC Computing Grid (LCG) in particular implements a VO, which is

a set of management protocols used for assigning user access and resource availability.
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VO memberships can overlap and be organized in a hierarchy. Originally implemented

using MOdels of Networked Analysis at Regional Centers (MONARC) computing hier-

archical tier-based model, the WLCG has evolved towards a cloud-based self-registration

model [245].

Tiers within LCG refer to computing resources with an agreed upon QoS according

to their tier level. Tier 0 (T0) is the Central European Organization for Nuclear Research

(CERN) processing and storage site for the original raw data, calibration, and reconstruc-

tion tasks. Tier 1 (T1) and Tier 2 (T2) are used for storage and reprocessing of data

coming from T0 as well as to provide end-user access to run analysis. T1 data centers

implement high-bandwidth access to computing and storage resources for reconstruction

and calibration jobs. Full raw data are mainly stored at T0 and T1 where it is archived

to tape. T2 sites and analysis facilities such as Parallel ROOT Facility (PROOF) and

Virtual Analysis Facility (VAF) are dedicated HPC resources used for user analysis [51].

PROOF cluster processes tasks close to the data, focusing on “transparency, scalability,

and adaptability” [235]. Tier 3 (T3) sites are resources provided by academic institutions

that participate in analysis. Finally, Tier 4 (T4) consists of workstations that assemble the

results and are used to submit batch jobs.

ALICE Grid is a HEP computing environment built to accommodate ALICE require-

ments2. It is designed to work with high-rate data acquisition, reconstruction, simulation,

and analysis for Proton-Proton (p-p) and Lead-Lead (Pb-Pb) collision events recorded at

2ALICE Collaboration: Our Mission - http://aliceinfo.cern.ch/node/3935
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the LHC. Similarly, ATLAS collaboration3 deploys Production and Distributed Analy-

sis (PanDA) for production jobs with Grid Data Processing (GDP) providing a unified

view of geographically-distributed resources [126]. Historically, distributed systems were

designed for heterogeneous computing, working across Wide Area Network (WAN)s of

varying latencies, and limited bandwidth [167]. Grid development is mainly focused on

defining interfaces that allow data centers to handle implementation of the underlying re-

source management.

Similar projects for real-time and asynchronous services such as Access Grid4 pro-

vide infrastructure API and vendor-independent software [274]. Work to extend the Grid

into semantic or cognitive grids is done where service description is well-defined enabling

agents to learn about resource usage for advanced self-repair and job coordination [77].

These object-oriented architectures are implemented using Common Object Request Bro-

ker Architecture (CORBA) and Microsoft Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM)

within such projects as myGrid5 and InteliGrid6.

One of the first middleware projects called Legion used an object-oriented model that

treated data, computing, and storage resources as objects. The state and complexity of

networks at the time raised feasibility concerns for such an approach. Service-Oriented

Architecture (SOA) and OGSA standards were drawn up to provide a standardized view

of the Grid [107,231]. These standards were implemented within the Globus toolkit7 since

version 2 become a standard for Grid middleware [57]. Globus toolkit provides APIs and
3ATLAS collaboration webpage: https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/Collaboration/
4Access Grid webpage: http://accessgrid.org/
5myGrid webpage: http://www.mygrid.org.uk/
6InteliGrid project overview: http://bit.ly/2oN7YSx
7Globus Toolkit webpage: http://toolkit.globus.org/toolkit/
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protocols for “authentication, resource discovery, and resource access” [77,106]. Resource

discovery services are used to detect available resources that meet task requirements [85].

Grid Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM) is an API layer for creating computational

tasks that are initiated on top of the local job management system. The adoption of Globus

toolkit and subsequently gLite8 middleware was due to the success of demonstrating han-

dling of large distributed tasks. Alternative middleware projects such as Uniform Interface

to Computing Resources (UNICORE)9 and Advanced Resource Connector (ARC)10 were

developed and deployed alongside.

WLCG was envisioned as a tiered collaborative environment that would operate as a

unified resource allowing for data and tasks to flow between sites [245]. Both resource

scheduling and user authentication would have to occur centrally in order to remain con-

sistent. At the time, a unified standard was not feasible and interfaces such as I-Way and

Globus toolkit were put into production. Today, WLCG incorporates functionality of sev-

eral middleware projects such as Globus toolkit and Condor into a Virtual Data Toolkit.

Early work in middleware focused on the application-layer known as Application Level

Interoperability (ALI) to develop applications that are hardware-independent and work

across several programming models without the need to change code logic [160]. Simple

API for Grid Applications (SAGA) protocols were subsequently developed as interfaces

for common computing tasks used within distributed applications. These interfaces were

implemented through context-aware adapters for a range of middleware stacks such as

8gLite webpage: http://glite.cern.ch/
9UNICORE webpage: https://www.unicore.eu/

10ARC webpage: http://www.nordugrid.org/arc/
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Globus and AWS. SAGA-MapReduce is an interface for the MapReduce model that can

be deployed within both cloud and grid environments [205].

Cloud computing is a business model for provisioning on-demand resources at an

agreed level of service with such common models as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),

Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). These resources tend to

have centralized access portals for the client [57]. Public cloud providers allow for on-de-

mand access to shared resources for any customer [257]. AWS EC2 offers public cloud

computing services along with Simple Storage Service (S3) for agreed upon computing

time and scale. Microsoft Azure11 offers RDBMS with support for Sharepoint and .Net

PaaS development platforms. Public service providers such as Rackspace12, IBM Cloud13,

and HP Enterprise Cloud14 also offer a range of computing and storage services.

Private cloud solutions are also available through providers such as AWS and Rackspace.

Purpose-built AWS domains are used for scientific projects such as DNANexus. Commer-

cial cloud platforms such as AWS are in fact closed source solutions [259]. Alternatively,

open source private cloud deployments such as OpenStack15, Nimbus, and Eucalyptus16

are deployed within research environments [220]. LCG implements private Openstack

cloud services across three distributed zones as well as VAF sites [32, 79]. Research

projects such as EGEE further explore hybrid computing models such as OpenNebula17

that implements a uniform layer for both physical and virtualized resources [153].
11Microsoft Azure webpage: https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/
12Rackspace webpage: https://www.rackspace.com/
13IBM Cloud webpage: https://www.ibm.com/cloud-computing/
14HP Enterprise Cloud webpage: http://fasttracks.info/2oWEE7l
15Openstack webpage: https://www.openstack.org/
16Eucalyptus webpage: http://bit.ly/2oNZTg6
17OpenNebula webpage: https://opennebula.org/
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Resource virtualization is a set of abstraction layers that insulate software run-time

environment from hardware specifics [50]. Conventional virtualization solutions employ

a hypervisor running at OS level to host virtual machines called guests. Hypervisors tend

to be deployed within a single software stack. Most virtualization platforms also provide

live migration services such that when moving a guest to another physical host does not

interrupt client services. This approach is often applied during periods of maintenance

and load balancing [214]. Most commonly used virtualization platforms are Xen18, Ker-

nel Virtual Machine (KVM)19, Microsoft Hyper-V20, VMWare ESXi21, and vSphere22.

EC2 services deploy a customized Xen variant with either preset or default format called

Amazon Machine Image (AMI) [214]. These guest images and customer data are stored

on Amazon S3 deployed through a web interface with Simple Queue Service (SQS) for

the communication layer [50]. Purpose-built virtualization solution called CernVM was

designed for HEP workflow-specific tasks deployed within WLCG [255]. Thin clients

such as Docker23, Borg Linux containers [52], and Kubernetes24 are alternative container

management solutions commonly deployed within data centers.

Production environments implement network layers of switches that are split into do-

mains [27]. With expanding adoption of heterogeneous networks, the need for interoper-

able dynamically-configured management evolved into SDN and Network Function Vir-

tualization (NFV). NFV encapsulate network functionality into software modules that are

18Xen Project webpage: https://www.xenproject.org/
19KVM webpage: https://www.linux-kvm.org
20Server Virtualization webpage: http://bit.ly/2pwtXvY
21vSphere ESXi webpage: http://bit.ly/2qktn2f
22vSphere Hypervisor webpage: http://bit.ly/2qhhtJy
23Docker webpage: https://www.docker.com/
24Kubernetes webpage: https://kubernetes.io/
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used to create service layers [38]. Projects such as Tempest, Internet Engineering Task

Force (IETF) Forwarding, Control Element Separation (ForCES), and Ethane were instru-

mental in developing protocols deployed within modern SDNs [67]. The purpose of SDN

is to decouple network software logic from deployed hardware topology by implementing

small domains of tightly-coupled servers [67]. Open source SDN projects such as Open-

Flow25 as well as vendor-specific implementations in Open vSwitch26, OpenDaylight27,

and Open Network Operating System (ONOS)28 projects with further initiatives such as

OpenCompute29 were developed. In particular, OpenFlow is deployed within Google data

centers with Faucet30 network controller built on top to allow for unit-testing [27].

2.1.2 Resource Management

Computing cluster environment management tends to focus on OS, batch scheduling and

task workflows [85]. Load balancers are used to distribute tasks across computing re-

sources and duplicate them when needed [187]. Such task over-provisioning is called

replication and duplicated tasks are referred to as replicas. At cluster level, extensive con-

trol of computing resources allow for fine-grained scheduling implementations. Fair-share

is a common approach that allows for tasks that had lesser computing share to have higher

scheduling priority over other tasks [174]. Alternatively, tools such as mcfloat allow for

25OpenFlow webpage: http://bit.ly/1J7hfED
26Open vSwitch webpage: http://openvswitch.org/
27OpenDaylight webpage: https://www.opendaylight.org/
28ONOS webpage: http://onosproject.org/
29OpenCompute webpage: http://www.opencompute.org/
30Faucet webpage: https://faucetsdn.github.io/
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Figure 2.2: SLA and service brokering design

dynamic distribution of resources. Common batch schedulers used within cluster environ-

ments are Portable Batch System (PBS), OpenPBS, PBSPro, Load Sharing Facility (LSF),

BQS, Maui/Torque, LoadLeveler, and Slurm31 [105]. PBS implements a queue-based

technique to schedule jobs provided by the client [93]. Condor and HTCondor schedulers

focus on high-throughput opportunistic scheduling [85]. Google Omega [52] is deployed

within closed data center clusters. For data center environments resource abstraction ker-

nels are available through Apache Mesos32.

Grid and cloud providers offer resources that are shared across VOs and clients. Such

providers commit to a QoS which is a guarantee made by the provider for a level of provi-

sioning [85]. For the lifetime of a task an individual SLA contract is negotiated between

the provider and client stating performance and time guarantees that the provider is able

31Slurm webpage: https://www.schedmd.com/
32Apache Mesos webpage:https://mesos.apache.org/
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meet and the client should expect [174]. Provider-specific language specifications such as

IBM’s Web Service Level Agreement (WSLA), SLA language (SLAng), and Open Grid

Forum’s Web Services Agreement Specification (WS-Agreement) can be used for SLAs.

SLA agreements detail performance requirements and metrics, as well as what will be

done when they are not satisfied.

The role of a broker is to match job requirements against available QoS as demon-

strated in Figure 2.2 [249]. Brokers follow a local resource utilization policy while ex-

hibiting no control over it [85]. However, in order to satisfy the SLA requirements, the

provider must implement access mechanisms across all layers. GRAM uses a broker called

DUROC for co-allocating resources. General-Purpose Architecture for Reservation and

Allocation (GARA) provides another layer on top of GRAM for a generalized view of the

resource allowing for advance reservation. ALICE Environment (AliEn) brokers in partic-

ular follow the pull approach to allow for a scaling, fault-tolerant system. PROOF uses the

same pull technique to address resiliency of worker node performance fluctuations [235].

Alternative broker designs such as Social Grid Agents (SGA) are based on economic

modeling allowing for complex negotiation topologies [229]. Grid Economic Services

Architecture (GESA), SORMA, and Gridbus projects aim to provide interoperable and

fair-share services using SGA. Middleware-based Peer-to-Peer (P2P) resource distribu-

tion such as ArguGRID uses agents to negotiate allocation of tasks. Internet-Grids and

HPC4U projects focus on resource handling using SLAs to manage scheduling instead of

queue-oriented methods [174]. Instead of fair-share schema, jobs in such solutions receive

schedule priority based on their SLA. This is implemented in Grid Usage Service Level
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Agreement-based BrokERing Infrastructure (GRUBER) and Interactive Real-time Multi-

media Applications on Service-Oriented Infrastructures (IRMOS) architectures capable of

being deployed within grid and cloud environments [174].

Modern grid schedulers emerged from such projects as Condor, Nimrod, Sun Grid

Engine (SGE), gLite, LCG, and Platform LSF [76]. Historically, being CPU constricted,

these schedulers led to jobs becoming I/O bound [115]. LSF is based on Enterprise Grid

Orchestrator (EGO) and provides virtualization features [93]. HTCondor33 is the current

generation of Condor focusing on high throughput. Directed Acyclic Graph Manager

(DAGMan) is a metascheduler working above HTCondor utilizing a Directed Acyclic

Graph (DAG) for mapping of resources [29]. Nimrod/G34 is scheduler that uses predefined

specification for deadline scheduling. Grid access portal web services such as UNICORE,

Grid Resource Broker, Gateway, and NASA’s Information Power Grid (IPG) Launchpad

are available [29]. Tools such as Grid Configuration Manager (GCM) [189] offer higher

level abstraction for job submission within computing grids.

AliEn is a lightweight framework based on an agent model deployed at ALICE [137].

AliEn middleware operates on top of WLCG services and consists of three layers of thin-

clients as shown in Figure 2.3: Central Services, Site Services, and Job Agents [43].

Services running alongside AliEn are those deployed by WLCG through Computing Re-

source Execution And Management service (CREAM) used for managing Computing

33HTCondor webpage: http://bit.ly/2qhHvfL
34Nimrod/G webpage: http://bit.ly/2oUeuC7
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Figure 2.3: ALICE Grid computing model
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Element (CE)s [152]. Users authenticate using X.509 certificates, submitting a Job De-

scription Language (JDL) configuration file that describes user I/O and software require-

ments [136, 249]. Pilot jobs implement a job pull schema where virtual jobs landing at

site nodes report back resource availability to the VO Task Queue (TQ) which then fetches

normal jobs [50]. Sites connect to the Central Services when fetching jobs from TQ and

looking up storage location of requested data kept in RDBMS accessed through a Database

Interface (DBI) and Database Driver (DBD) modules [252].

Central Services manage scheduling and tracking of jobs as well as data transfers.

CE services manage individual jobs being executed on worker nodes. CE is in charge

of pulling jobs from the Broker that meet JDL requirements and resource QoS [249].

TQ occupancy fluctuations affect jobs running across all sites. Automatic resubmission

is triggered within the TQ to ensure a target minimum queue size is maintained [181].

AliEn Package Manager (PackMan) service installs the necessary software stack for the

execution environment on the worker node [152]. Sites communicate with each other

when reading and writing files. Dependencies exist between sites such that a site may

become affected by network connectivity and Storage Element (SE) issues from nearby

sites.

Figure 2.4 demonstrates the states through which a job goes during its life cycle35

[249]. Distinction exists between expected states (shown in green) and error states (shown

in red). Any job can only be in a single state at any point in time. The Job Optimizer uses

the TQ to split and schedule jobs based on configuration, priority and data location [43].

35AliEn job status: http://alimonitor.cern.ch/show?page=jobStatus.html
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Figure 2.4: AliEn site job status life cycle
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While most error states are transient for which retry mechanisms exist, FAILED, KILLED,

and DONE states are final and terminate job execution. It is important to emphasize that

while error states may hint at what triggered the errors, they do not necessarily correlate

with the cause of observed performance variability. Similar to jobs, Job Agents report a

set of distinct states for expected and error states of job agents running at the site.

The ALICE Grid computing model is designed to place the job as close to the data as

possible [57]. The prevalent number of grid jobs are production tasks running petascale

data processing. The completion time for such jobs is dependent on resource and software

reliability. Job efficiency is used to evaluate running job performance. Data caching,

prefetching, filtering, and reduction of event sizes were implemented within ALICE Grid

to improve job efficiency [41]. I/O operations significantly influence production jobs when

reading and writing data. While ALICE analysis jobs operate on the principle of “read

once - process many times” [41], inefficiencies remain within user jobs.

Complete management solutions such as Distributed Infrastructure with Remote Agent

Control (DIRAC)36 and NorduGrid37 were developed for specific distributed infrastruc-

tures. HEP experiments such as ATLAS deploy PanDA and ProdSys middleware to man-

age jobs through GAUDI/Athena and Grid Alliance (GANGA) [141]. GANGA imple-

mented in Python is deployed on top of Globus at ATLAS and LHCb for job management

and monitoring. It follows similar job submissions by using a job definition as AliEn. Al-

ternative middleware projects such as BOINC and XtremWeb are used alongside Parallel

Grid Run-time and Application Development Environment (P-GRADE) portals to provide

36DIRAC webpage: http://diracgrid.org/
37NorduGrid webpage: http://www.nordugrid.org/
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resource interoperability [161]. Oceano, Utility Data Center (UDC), SRM, and MUSE

provide sophisticated distributed resource management [85]. Alternatively, list scheduling

approach based on task graphs attempts to schedule tasks on critical paths at earliest op-

portunity. This approach, however, assumes static resources to be maximized and does not

account for communication variations present within production grids [167].

2.1.3 Distributed Storage

Distributed environments tend to deploy file systems such as Andrew File System (AFS)

and Lustre38 [109]. Vendor-specific volume management is provided through such soft-

ware as AIX Logical Volume Management (LVM), SunVM, Linux LVM, and Veritas

Volume Manager (VVM) [253]. Storage systems shying away from master-slave archi-

tecture such as Federated Array of Bricks (FAB) utilize objects split into logical blocks,

where replication is handled separately for read and write requests [212]. Alternatively,

decentralized data center storage reconfiguration approach called DynaDisk is designed to

prevent split brain scenarios [262].

Commercial service providers have historically developed storage systems in-house

as exemplified by Google File System (GoogleFS) and Amazon DynamoDB39. To ensure

high-availability of distributed database solutions such as Spanner40 [80] focus on man-

aging geographically-distributed shards of data replicated across available data centers.

Such infrastructures were designed to survive entire data center outages by distributing

38Lustre webpage: http://lustre.org/
39Amazon DynamoDB webpage: https://aws.amazon.com/dynamodb/
40Cloud Spanner webpage: https://cloud.google.com/spanner/
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resources across failure domains [39, 265]. This approach, however, affects data locality

and places greater emphasis on network bandwidth. Experts have observed that data I/O

represents a performance bottleneck and solutions such as NoDB PostgresRaw [12] over

PostgreSQL attempt to alleviate these costs through query optimizations. Scaling-focused

mechanisms such as NoSQL and NewSQL are used within Amazon DynamoDB [122].

These approaches advocate for eventual consistency of both storage backend and client by

predicting data staleness as well as placing it within unpredictable locations for improved

load balancing [145].

Relational databases tend to exhibit certain Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and

Durability (ACID) properties for transaction services such as RDBMS and message-pass-

ing [128]. Atomicity ensures that operations within a transaction finish in the same state

[242]. Consistency guarantees operation ordering and data validity throughout the transac-

tion cycle. Isolation is provided for underlying operations that are hidden between transac-

tions. Durability ensures that the result is stored after the transaction has been completed.

For RDBMS deployments ACID guarantees are possible within closed systems, allow-

ing for singularity of time-space used within relational algebra [146]. Services such as

Microsoft Azure provide storage for structured and unstructured data as well as a queue

storage for message queues [160]. These services implement strong consistency guaran-

tees whereas Amazon S3 focuses on availability and scalability for their storage solutions.

Open source tools such as Application-Level Intelligent Crash Explorer (ALICE)41

41ALICE tool webpage: https://research.cs.wisc.edu/adsl/Software/alice/
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and Block Order Breaker (BOB) allow for consistency testing of file-system applica-

tions [230]. Modeling file-systems requires use of abstract persistence models using Hoare

logic. For a classical client-server approach, the server represents a reliability bottle-

neck [82]. P2P models such as Chord and Content Addressable Network (CAN) emerged

to mitigate this concern where the client can also act as a server. It is managed dynamically

allowing for reduced network saturation due to locality-based load balancing [82]. Due to

non-persistent state of P2P clients, distributed key-location message-passing is used. For

Distributed Hash Table (DHT) messages operating within the same key domain, routing

is done towards the closest machine. Storage file systems such as OceanStore and Pasta

in particular are designed for large-scale data operating within dynamically allocated do-

mains.

Disk management and maintenance is an expensive data center budget item [105].

Storage management systems at WLCG deploy services based on site requirements [245].

T1 sites accommodate for long-term preservation of data using tape storage, whereas T2

sites may function as replica caches [65]. WLCG deploys Mass Storage System (MSS)

for scientific workflows such as Pegasus42, Kepler, Triana, and Taverna. CERN Advanced

STORage (CASTOR)43 is the principle MSS used at T0 for storing production data and

user analysis [152]. Storage management systems deployed within these environments

tend to utilize eXtended Root Daemon (XRootD)44, dCache45, EOS, Storage Resource

42Pegasus Storage Management Software webpage: http://pegasus-afs.com/
43CASTOR service webpage: http://bit.ly/2s5Ig9D
44XRootD webpage: http://www.xrootd.org/
45dCache webpage: https://www.dcache.org/
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Manager (StoRM), Data Protection Manager (DPM), and Berkley Storage Manager (BeSt-

Man)46 [25, 226]. These middleware solutions are able to work alongside Enstore, Open

Storage Manager (OSM), High Performance Storage System (HPSS), and Tivoli Storage

Manager (TSM) [108]. WLCG is designed to function as a unified resource where dis-

tributed databases keep track of data files, resource states and jobs [245]. To achieve this,

WLCG computing and storage middleware make use of select RDBMS solutions such as

PostgreSQL, Oracle, and MySQL [260]. Experiments such as Compact Muon Solenoid

(CMS) may deploy custom solutions using a PhEDEx layer for data transfers [240].

Over the years, LHC storage models have evolved towards federated storage whereby

unified namespace access is handled through XRootD, Federated ATLAS XRootD (FAX)

and Any data-Any time-Anywhere (AAA) [18]. WLCG currently provides 300 PB of stor-

age for all experiments with common usage pattern in read-only mode [105]. For principle

LHC experiments, raw and processed data are kept in flat files. Data replication and dis-

tribution across sites at ALICE is done through XRootD protocols. Metadata registration

and tracking involves indexation of parameters such as the geographic location status [76].

Given the distributed nature of the Grid and expected inaccessibility, resource management

was designed for Central Services to keep a global view and allow asynchronous operation

of local site databases. Such direct data access technique has proven to improve system

stability while reducing replica use [109].

INFN-CNAF Tier 1 site in particular deploys General Parallel File System (GPFS) and

TSM for tape storage as shown in Figure 2.5 [241]. Tools such as Quattor47 are used for

46BeStMan webpage: https://sdm.lbl.gov/bestman/
47Quattor webpage: http://www.quattor.org/
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Figure 2.5: INFN-CNAF Tier 1 storage model

node configuration, Nagios48 for monitoring across infrastructure and software layers. It

also uses Docet to maintain information about the production resources [135]. File access

within this environment is handled through StoRM, which exposes Software Reliability

Models (SRM) API for file access working alongside Grid Enabled Mass Storage System

(GEMSS) deployed as Storage Resource Manager (SRM). SEs at tier sites tend to be

accessible through a storage management interface [25]. Transfers between these APIs

are facilitated by an extension of File Transfer Protocol (FTP) called GridFTP used for

data access and management of parallel high-speed data transfers [106]. Web Distributed

Authoring and Versioning (WebDaV) is another protocol that extends HTTP which can

also be used for data movement.

XRootD is a protocol that facilitates data read and writes across sites [241]. XRootD

clusters are deployed as B-64 trees consisting of pairs of data servers and control agent

cmsd servers [109]. Specifically, cmsd in supervisor mode is used to determine who is

48Nagios webpage: https://www.nagios.org/
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in charge of the data access request. XRootD employs a relaxed schema with no single

file location database but an aggregate of hierarchical structures [109]. XRootD allows

for copying of data through BBCP, GridFTP, Fast Data Transfer (FDT) and XRDCP using

parallel TCP/IP streams. Such data requests are asynchronous allowing future requests

and a backend deployed File Transfer Daemon (FTD). ALICE Global redirector is the re-

sulting meta-cluster Virtual Mass Storage System (VMSS) [109]. Such architectures cre-

ate high performance data access through collaborating sites. For WAN transfers experts

understand the difficulty of characterizing load behavior due to network and software vari-

ability [109]. Furthermore, latency-aware management for predicting data chunk needs is

necessary in order to improve transfer latencies.

AliEn TQ managed by the Central Services keeps track of data transfers occurring be-

tween SEs through FTD and XRootD protocols, possible states49 for which are shown in

Figure 2.6 [43, 152]. ALICE keeps two full data sets: a complete set at T0 and the second

proportionally distributed among T1 sites. Monitoring data from MONitoring Agents us-

ing a Large Integrated Services Architecture (MonALISA) is used to ensure optimal data

placement based on availability, occupancy and network states. AliEn implements API for

a range of middleware stacks such as OSG, ARC, and EGEE [65]. AliEn File catalogue

consists of file locations and their URLs that map Logical File Name (LFN) to Physical

File Name (PFN). [109,249]. Additional meta-data catalogue contains file content details.

The Transfer Broker handles data replication across sites and the Transfer Manager creates

transfers of three types: cache, mirror, and masterCopy. Cache transfers are considered

to be unregistered copies, mirror transfers introduce a new PFN for the transferred data

49FTD transfer status overview: http://alimonitor.cern.ch/show?page=ftdStatus.html
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Figure 2.6: AliEn transfer status life cycles
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and for the masterCopy, data becomes the master above the other PFN [249]. Similar to

CE brokering, sites operating FTDs provide a JDL to the Transfer Broker for transfer re-

quirement matching. AliEn also implements a Transfer Optimizer that attempts to satisfy

transfer JDL conditions by minimizing the load on the Broker [249].

2.1.4 Monitoring Services

For monitoring individual cluster systems, Ganglia50 is widely adopted for HPC environ-

ments [93, 181]. For distributed storage LHC Era Monitoring (Lemon) and Nagios51 are

well known tools [68, 241]. Lemon monitoring agents collect sensor information from in-

dividual machines. Nagios aggregates monitoring data centrally and can be configured to

restart or unsubscribe resources from the cluster when failures occur. Nagios monitoring

data tends to be recorded with five minute granularity and kept for a one year period [135].

Globus toolkit also provides Monitoring and Discovery System (MDS) hierarchical pull

approach with a subscription-based model [93]. Hawkeye Monitor is another tool that

implements fault detection and notification through ClassAds.

Job monitoring is also available through individual batch schedulers such as LSF, Con-

dor, PBS, and SGE capable of tracking job queues [93]. Tools such Multi Router Traffic

Grapher (MRTG)52, Nagios, and CA Spectrum53 also provide network monitoring capa-

bilities. Cloud-based deployments tend to use the ElasticSearch, Logstash, and Kibana

50Ganglia Monitoring System project webpage: http://ganglia.sourceforge.net/
51Nagios webpage: https://www.nagios.org/
52MRTG webpage: http://oss.oetiker.ch/mrtg/
53CA Spectrum webpage: https://www.ca.com/us/products/ca-spectrum.html
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Figure 2.7: ALICE monitoring architecture

(ELK) stack as Monitoring as a Service (MaaS) implementing RDBMS for back-end stor-

age [26]. Commercial dashboards such as Cubism allow Facebook to examine failures

occurring within their environment as well as an OpsStream tool to detect changes in con-

figurations [202].
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ALICE and anti-Proton ANnihilation at DArmstadt (PANDA) deploy AliEn middle-

ware and use MonALISA for monitoring [181, 252]. MonALISA implements a mod-

ular architecture centered around self-registering, agent-based design for dynamic ser-

vices collecting information from clusters, applications and network as shown in Fig-

ure 2.7 [136,181]. With subscription to 80 thousand parameters allows the client to receive

monitoring data at a frequency of 450 Hertz (Hz) [137] stored within a central repository

kept at bin width of two minutes and deployed using PostgreSQL. MonALISA facilitates

detection of service liveliness, dynamic scheduling, routing, and control of data trans-

fers as well as job management [81, 181]. Based on the monitoring data, ALICE Grid

automated services restart, reboot as well as queue jobs while performing data replica-

tion [137].

MonALISA uses dynamic proxies and agents to assign load balancing schema such

that no single point of failure occurs. Proxies act as intermediaries between users and

services providing a subscription-based service [136]. Available services are discovered

and leased based on JINI implementation, registering themselves within Lookup Service

(LUS) [279]. Proxies then forward monitoring data from these resources to subscribed

clients. Application Monitor (ApMon) is an API client that facilitates streaming of mon-

itoring data into the MonALISA repository and clients. XRootD implements monitoring

streams through a GLED collector and ActiveMQ messaging with alternative delivery

available through HTTP and WebDaV. Individual job performance is reported by AliEn

job agents. Network monitoring is done through site-specific tools such as NetFlow,

sFlow54, MRTG, and Nagios.

54sFlow webpage: http://www.sflow.org/
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WLCG provides monitoring through GridICE, GridView, LHC Experiment Dashboard,

Real-Time Monitor (RTM), and Service Availability Monitor (SAM) [31,68,105]. NoSQL

solutions such as Hadoop, HBase, and ElasticSearch were also tested for WLCG monitor-

ing use [19]. These tools tend to be deployed within the domain of the site; thus, providing

limited interoperability and API access. SAM monitoring uses hourly probes to query site

availability and store the states into a database [31]. Probe granularity has been shown to

facilitate faster RCA and subsequent failure resolution. Site Status Board maintains site

and service states. WLCG is deployed over a WAN where routing optimization is handled

through Breadth First Search (BFS) algorithm and where networks expose limited mon-

itoring capabilities. Bandwidth measurements between sites are performed during data

transfer scheduling.

Clock accuracy within distributed systems is dependent on network latency with poten-

tial for fine-grained monitoring within a low latency environment [150]. Distributed sys-

tems deployed over a WAN however are by design asynchronous such that global clock

synchronization and value consensus present a challenge [212]. Tools such as Network

Time Protocol (NTP) and Precision Time Protocol (PTP) allow for high time accuracy

that can be used to synchronize distributed systems [46]. However, such an approach may

incur monitoring overheads where the closer you monitor the service, the more likely you

are to affect its operation [145]. For production systems, the goal of monitoring is to be

non-intrusive providing no obstruction of services [18]. Such systems also aim to reduce

resulting storage overheads without affecting operational performance [150].
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Figure 2.8: Grid application-level software stack

2.1.5 HEP Software Workflows

HEP software development tends to focus on an OSI type application-level stack devel-

opment as shown in Figure 2.8 [29, 106]. The fabric layer is in charge of both physical

and logical resources [106]. Computing and storage layers provision access to the CE

where the job is executed and SE through which data access is handled. Within such mod-

els, while all layers exhibit encapsulated behavior, inter-layer operation can occur such

that the application layer needs to be able to work with both resource and network lay-

ers in parallel. Additional software stacks can be deployed on top, such that performance

monitoring and failure detection becomes bound to the level of functionality exposed by

individual APIs.

WLCG software stacks implement such functionality through client-server RPC de-

veloped for tightly-coupled resources. RPC tools such as CORBA, Ninf, GridRPC, and

NetSolve are commonly deployed. Grid site environment can also allow for MPICH-

G255, Open Message-passing Interface (MPI)56 and MagPIe implementations to be used

55MPICH-G2 webpage: http://bit.ly/2qVmuUb
56Open MPI webpage: https://www.open-mpi.org/
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Figure 2.9: ALICE detector systems [2]

for computing tasks. Automated task parallelization solutions for scientific grid computing

have also been proposed [167]. Job Single-Program Multiple-Data (SPMD) parallelism

has been implemented within data-level languages such as Fortran D, Vienna Fortran,

and C*. These languages, however, are unable to handle dynamic loads [167]. Task-

level parallelism can be achieved through shared-memory programming models such as

OpenMP57. For special-purpose hardware systems such as FPGA, low-level software de-

velopment is done manually [234]. Select scientific domains provide optimized cloud

solutions such as CloudMC for Microsoft Azure platform running Monte Carlo (MC)

simulation tasks. Entropia is another set of tools used for desktop-based grid drug discov-

ery [208].

ALICE uses a set of tightly-coupled detector systems as shown in Figure 2.9 to record

57OpenMP webpage: http://www.openmp.org/
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particle collisions from beams provided by the LHC. Each detector system is described

according to the produced signal as well as its source [65]. Detectors are calibrated in

such a way that the same result is produced for the same metric measured. The metric and

process of measurement is called calibration which is performed during simulation and

reconstruction phases [65]. With future interaction rates for Pb-Pb collisions at 50 Kilo

Hertz (KHz) and 200 KHz for p-p and Proton-Lead (p-Pb) collisions, currently deployed

Detector Data Links (DDL)s already achieve rates up to five Gigabit (Gb)/s. With increas-

ing event sizes, LHC experiments are taking steps to incorporate shared-memory and MPI

models within their production workflows [105].

MC simulation represents one of the most common type of jobs constantly run on

the ALICE Grid. These simulations consist of embarrassingly parallel tasks that simulate

collision events for detector subsystems [235]. Simulation results are used to validate

correctness of detector code and its efficiency under varying event signal conditions [65].

Simulation framework recreates “statistical intrinsic fluctuations” using an MC approach

generating detector signals in the form of digits. These simulation techniques are fixed

to the raw data and observed detector states. When possible, MC simulation jobs are

constantly run across all available ALICE Grid sites, due to the continuous failure and

repair of experiment subsystem components.

Event reconstruction is a compute-intensive task considered to be the principle produc-

tion job for the Grid. Data coming from the detectors are called raw and are first processed

at T0 along with calibration passes available from the Offline Condition Database (OCDB)

used within Offline and Online environments. Dedicated PROOF cluster facilitates fast
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Figure 2.10: ALICE data formats

reconstruction of events [65]. The process of reconstruction determines the space-points

for each detector that are subsequently used to find and fit tracks. Particle mass, charge,

energy and direction are stored within Event Summary Data (ESD) objects shown in Fig-

ure 2.10 [43,65]. Raw data reconstruction or first pass is done at T0 and T1 sites generating

15-30% of raw ESDs which are used for adjusting 10-15% of raw Analysis Object Data

(AOD)s when both are used. First pass for Pb-Pb data takes a minimum of two months

to complete with subsequent passes taking 4-6 months [43,65]. Reconstruction and simu-

lation jobs are centrally-managed exploiting inherent event parallelism to distribute tasks

across available resources.

The analysis phase tests user theory against reconstructed and simulated data [65]. It

can be performed either through collective Physics Working Group (PWG) tasks called

trains or through individual analysis tasks [307]. Scheduled analysis such as analysis

trains are grouped tasks performed on the same data sets. For these tasks, turnaround

time is crucial [41]. The train model improves resource usage and reduces data staging

overheads compared to normal analysis jobs [43]. ESDs can be further filtered into smaller
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AOD objects containing more succinct charged particle tracks and jets. AOD reads are

done from local disks and are I/O bound with throughput limited by CPU speed. Tag files

maintain event markers used for selecting specific event data within RAW, ESD, and AOD

objects. ALICE keeps two full copies of data at T0 and T1 sites, whereas, T2s are used

for MC jobs, analysis tasks, and maintaining replica of ESD and AOD objects [65].

AliROOT framework is the software solution developed at ALICE used for reconstruc-

tion, simulation, analysis, and calibration passes. It implements a modular architecture for

detector code that ensures flexibility during reconstruction when select detectors may be

absent from the run. Central STEER library contains base classes used by simulation,

reconstruction, calibration, and analysis tasks as shown in Figure 2.11 [65]. AliROOT

depends on external software packages such as Geant3 and Geant458 for simulation and

AliEn to provide Grid access. ROOT59 written in C++ defines virtual interfaces and con-

tainers allowing users to derive their own classes [65]. Originally developed to avoid

code recompilation costs, through the years ROOT expanded to include features for data

streaming, network support, mathematics library optimizations, and visualization [235].

Production jobs such as reconstruction and simulation are the main contributors to the

overall Grid jobs. For 2013-2014 period, 10% of resources were used for reconstruction,

60% for simulation and the rest for user analysis and trains [65]. The fraction of user

analysis done through trains, however, has been increasing in recent years to 70% [307].

User analysis currently holds the lowest efficiency among all job types [41]. Simulation

jobs were observed to have the highest job efficiency with reconstruction job efficiency

58Geant4 webpage: http://geant4.cern.ch/
59ROOT data analysis framework webpage: https://root.cern.ch/
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AliRoot

Figure 2.11: AliROOT framework

decreasing over the past four years [51].

Principle HEP motivation for having scaling performance is to be able to produce

more accurate models faster [235]. Therefore, Symmetric MultiProcessors (SMP) and

Massively Parallel Processors (MPP) are two data-parallel architectures considered, where

data layout and load balancing are a challenge for HEP. Choice for which approach to use

is guided by the task algorithm. Techniques for MPP systems such as message merging,

overlapping communication, data layout optimization and replica jobs are commonly em-

ployed [235]. ALICE currently uses data parallelism mechanisms to designate a batch-of-

tasks to specific data chunks. Furthermore, techniques such as caching, data prefetching,

reduction of event size, and filtering are used to improve job efficiency.
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2.2 Performance Modeling

Distributed systems employ layers of resource management, communication and execu-

tion environments that hide underlying complexity and limit performance evaluation. OS

tools, benchmarks, simulators, and model checking employ metrics such as throughput

and efficiency to evaluate tasks and individual machines. Network modeling utilizes sim-

ilar techniques for analyzing transfers within a variety of topologies and across distinct

congestion scenarios. Software performance evaluation tends to be conducted within hard-

ware-specific environments bound by scaling performance of the dependent stack compo-

nents.

2.2.1 Distributed Environments

Large scale distributed environments are generally not deployed over unified software so-

lutions. The majority of HPC systems employ a Linux and Unix60 OS. System level tools

such as lshw and lscpu are commonly used to evaluate worker node configuration and

available memory. Tools such as vmstat, uptime, and iostat are used to assess virtual mem-

ory and storage I/O performance [138]. Storage availability can be described through the

df command. Individual process memory and CPU use is available through the top tool61.

Service and kernel log parsing are used to evaluate performance of critical components, as

well as for error detection and debugging purposes [39].

Benchmarks are commonly used to evaluate performance of distributed heterogeneous

60Top500 operating system family: https://www.top500.org/statistics/list/
61top command line manual page: https://linux.die.net/man/1/top
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hardware systems. Tools for individual nodes such as hardinfo 62 provide generic bench-

mark metrics. Hardware-specific benchmarks such as Unigine 63 allow for comparative

evaluation of GPU under extreme loads. Machine-wide evaluation can be done using

SPEC CPU2006 64, which provides a single metric for highly optimized processes. HEP-

SPEC06 65 on the other hand, assumes generic compiler optimization criteria correspond-

ing to HEP experiment needs. ScaLAPACK, Linpack, HPL, NAS, and Masud benchmarks

can be used to evaluate physical and virtual resources [158]. High Performance Comput-

ing Challenge (HPCC) includes a combination of benchmarks and TeraSort can be used

for workload evaluation [138].

Simulation software is often deployed to validate management policies and predict fu-

ture performance. For cluster systems discrete event-based simulation solutions such as

OMNet++66 and ClusterSim tend to be used [163, 168]. These simulators test modeled

components operating within specific states according to predefined events [305]. DESD-

Sim simulates workloads using a stochastic approach focused on energy optimization of

running web services. Single scheduling layer evaluation simulators such as SimGrid67

can be used [180]. Brick and HyperSim68 are also available for simulating real-time sys-

tems [55, 305]. HEP-specific simulators such as ViGs simulate scheduling and experi-

ment computations of clusters connected to the grid environment [281]. GangSim69 and

62hardinfo source webpage: https://github.com/lpereira/hardinfo/
63Unigine webpage: https://unigine.com/products/benchmarks/
64Selection of hardware and service benchmarks: https://spec.org/
65HEP-SPEC06 webpage: http://w3.hepix.org/benchmarks/doku.php?id=homepage
66OMNet++ webpage: https://omnetpp.org/
67SimGrid webpage: http://simgrid.gforge.inria.fr/
68HyperSim webpage: http://www.opal-rt.com/systems-hypersim/
69GangSim webpage: http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/˜cldumitr/GangSim/
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CasSim [301] similar to ViGs model production environments to include job scheduling

and monitoring. OptorSim simulates grid applications in order to evaluate replication

techniques. GridSim [55] recreates resource management including network approaches.

MONARC also provides a set of simulation tools for grid environments. CloudSim [56],

RC2Sim, BigSim, and EMUSIM [58] toolkits are used for simulating cloud-based envi-

ronments. Testbeds such as Emulab70, NCIT and MicroGrid are used for infrastructure

testing [215]. Biological processes have been compared to distributed environments ex-

hibiting similar constraints present within both systems [215]. In particular, randomness

for biologic stochastic decision-making modeling has been proposed to generate environ-

mental variations of real-life systems.

Performance monitoring within distributed systems is managed by deployed middle-

ware and software stacks. Evaluation of such systems depends on available parameters and

their accuracy. For virtual environments in particular performance evaluation is limited

due to measurement inconsistencies between hardware and virtual components. Further-

more, virtualization was observed to introduce performance penalties [65]. From tracing

tools such as Dapper [264] and X-Trace71 to component modeling in MagPIe [30], perfor-

mance analysis tools are also made for specific environments and user needs. Visualization

and data processing tools such as R72 and ROOT for large high-dimensional monitoring

data aid experts in further understanding the nature of system failures.

Throughput defines the number of processes or instructions that a computer system can

70Emulab webpage: https://www.emulab.net/
71X-Trace webpage: About- http://www.x-trace.net/wiki/doku.php
72The R project for statistical computing webpage: https://www.r-project.org/
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process and is described in Equation 2.1 [180], where TTrans f er is the time used to transfer

the data and TProcess is the time it took to process the task.

Worker Throughput =
TTrans f er

TProcess + TTrans f er
(2.1)

Table 2.1 [173] further summarizes a selection of operational attributes that can be used for

computer systems. Response time represents the duration of a process or job. WLCG uses

site availability and reliability metrics given in Equation 2.2 [244] to evaluate individual

site performance, where TAvailable is the time the site is available, TDown is the time the site

is not operational and TTotal is the total time the site was observed.

Availability =
TAvailable

TTotal
, Reliability =

TAvailable

TTotal − TDown
(2.2)

For individual tasks, efficiency as shown in Equation 2.3 is defined as the ratio of sums for

elapsed CPU ∆tCPU and wall clock ∆tWall times across all cores running the task on the site,

where n is the number of cores used by the job. From site stability perspective, efficiency

may be used to reflect currently running software performance as well as transient failures

within storage and network.

E f f iciency =
∆tCPU

∆tWall
(2.3)

Model-checking allows the system to be described as “provably correct” [204] with

such methods as black-box MoDist and white-box MaceMC heuristic approaches of eval-

uating the process relative to others [39, 113]. TLC and Spin73 tools focus on validating

distributed systems [151]. TLA+ provides defect verification of Amazon distributed en-

vironments. QuickCheck creates random input to test whether an application or a system
73Spin webpage: http://spinroot.com/spin/whatispin.html
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Table 2.1: Reliability and availability metrics used for computer systems

Attribute Formula Description
Interval Reliability R(α,T ) Probability that computer is op-

erational during T time interval
starting from α

Strategic Reliability SR(T ) = limα→∞ R(α,T ) Represents stability of a com-
puter reflecting frequency of pre-
ventive maintenance

Job-Related Reliability JR job(t, J) Probability that resource at time
t can finish job J

Pseudoreliability P(i) =
∑n

i=1 piγi Probability p of computer being
in state i with relative perfor-
mance γ

Pointwise Availability Ap(t) Probability of computer system
at time t working within opera-
tional limits

Interval Availability Ai(a, b) Interval fraction during which
system will be working within
operational limits

Performance Availability PA(i) =
∑n

i=1 piφi Probability p of computer being
in state i with relative availability
φ

CPU Availability [298] Tidle + Tuser
rp +

Tuser∗Tsystem

rp Tidle,Tuser,Tsystem are percent-
ages of time CPU idleness,
within user space and kernel
space, rp is the number of
runnable processes

Maintenance Ratio MR =
MaintenanceE f f ort

S ystemLi f etime Ratio of man-hours to the life-
time of the computer system
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produces the expected output [204]. Coq74 tool is used for type-checking correctness of

concurrent systems. Hoare-logic is another model-checking approach.

Log analysis tools such as Bi-directional, Distributed BackTracker (BDB), XTrace,

and Pip do not provide information for RCA [39, 113]. Replay tools such as Friday [113],

WiDS Checker [193], Jockey [302], Flashback75, and DejaVu [13] capture environmen-

tal behavior to be able to reproduce it for distributed applications. Pivot Tracing76 is a

runtime API framework used for tracing user-defined metrics. Tools such as Fay [101],

Xperf77, and DTrace78 allow to detect performance bottlenecks. Runtime instrumentation

as provided by compiler is another approach for software debugging. Complete solutions

through monitoring services such as Dapper and Zipkin implement tracing tools [113,204].

Dapper provides tracing of low-level layers used within Google data centers [39]. Online

software debugging is facilitated through such tools as P2 and GNU DeBugger (GDB).

2.2.2 Network

Data center bandwidth requirements double every 12-15 months with network scaling

being bound by network switches [265]. With scale and fault-tolerance considerations,

Google data centers originally deployed a Clos topology. General-purpose off-the-shelf

feature-limited switch silicon were used instead of high-end solutions. These components

74Coq tool webpage: https://coq.inria.fr/
75Flashback tool webpage: https://github.com/liukai/flashback
76Pivot Tracing webpage: http://pivottracing.io/
77Microsoft Window SDK webpage: https://blogs.windows.com/buildingapps/
78DTrace Tutorial webpage: http://bit.ly/2uZoAVh
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were spread to different levels of power distribution in order to avoid complete unavailabil-

ity during power failure. Early observations showed that congestion occurred when reach-

ing 25% utilization causing traffic bursts, switch buffer limitations and oversubscribed net-

work domains [265]. For other networks storage coherency and caching were observed to

also introduce CPU and network overheads [109]. To reconcile, QoS-based packet drop-

ping and switch monitoring tends to be deployed. Network monitoring consists of two

types of measurements: active and passive. Active measurements deploy benchmarks and

injection tests, whereas passive observations have no effect on network operations [224].

Passive automated methods for understanding network issues such as syslog and SNMP

traps are implemented for IBM/Tivoli Netcool are available [285].

Benchmarks such as netperf, httpperf, ApacheBench from Apache HTTP, and Mem-

slap from Memcached key-value storage services provide active measurements of network

performance [15]. netperf returns measured and maximum throughput, whereas httpperf

determines the average throughput [178]. tcpdump and wireshark are packet sniffers, gen-

erally used for debugging purposes [219]. Stochastic Model (SM) defines systems that

are Markovian where service states and transitions are independent allowing the system to

achieve a steady state [114]. Experts observe that network systems generally do not follow

SM. Furthermore, network stacks can produce latencies that are difficult to diagnose [46].

Network simulators such as NS-2, DaSSF, Opnet, Virtual Network Simulator (VNS),

and OMNeT++ are event-driven packet-level simulation frameworks [180]. NS-2 exten-

sions such as NS-379 and NSE implement networked control systems [210]. MiXiM80

79NS-3 webpage: https://www.nsnam.org/
80MiXim webpage: http://mixim.sourceforge.net/
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framework based on OMNet++ simulates wireless and mobile networks [44]. This type

of simulators are computationally expensive for they reproduce the entire network stack.

SimGrid on the other hand implements network variability in order to simulate real-life

resources [180], where nodes are defined by CPU availability and links are described us-

ing bandwidth and latency. MONARC [182] toolset can simulate Local Area Network

(LAN) and WAN traffic through stochastic process modeling. Simulators for distributed

environment such as Emulab can also be used for network modeling.

Special-purpose Distributed OpenFlow Testbed (DOT) [247] emulator tool can be used

for SDN. Virtualized testbeds such as GeoDist, Global Environment for Networking Inno-

vation (GENI), Future Internet Research & Experimentation (FIRE), and BonFire are used

for network research and evaluation of failure recovery techniques [37, 166]. Network

Weather Service (NWS) [298] use controlled network measurements to forecast perfor-

mance. Network time horizon for event prediction represents advanced notification of an

event used to inform preemptive action [150]. Fault-injection approaches such as Jepsen

can simulate network partitions [204]. Tools such as Netflix SimianArmy81 are used for

resilience evaluation within cloud environments.

SLA guarantees define parameters such as packet loss, latency, and network availabil-

ity [271]. Network availability is defined as the ability for end-to-end transfers within a

time interval. Alternative to SM analysis, operational analysis utilizes SM parameters

such as operational parameters. These parameters are summarized in Table 2.2 [114].

Communication overheads within distributed environments are considerably higher than

81SimianArmy project webpage: https://github.com/Netflix/SimianArmy
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Table 2.2: Operational Laws

Name Description

Utilization U =
TBusy

TInterval
= XS

Mean Service Time S =
TBusy

nCompleted

Throughput X =
nCompleted

TInterval

Little’s Law N = RX

Time-Sharing Response Time R = N
X − Z

Memory Space-time law XY = M

TBusy is the busy time, TInterval is the interval time, nCompleted is the number of service com-
pletions, N is the mean number of users, Z is the average time between submission of new
commands, Y is the mean space-time per job and M is the total memory used by jobs.

within data centers and clusters [29]. For query-based services use of averages is insuffi-

cient as long-running outlying queries skew the result [187]. This can be reconciled using

Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) [124] instead.

Equation 2.5 [298] details the Effective throughput where predicted Round Trip Time

(RTT) refers to forecast latency between two processes. Effective bandwidth is shown in

Equation 2.6 [305], where T is the set of completing transfers and C is the bandwidth

capacity.

Throughput(t) =
Data Size

Data Transfer Time
(2.4)

Effective Throughput(t) =
Data Size

Data Transfer Time − RTT Predicted
(2.5)

Effective Bandwidth(t) =

1
RTT t∑

a∈T
1

RTT a

∗C (2.6)

For network load modeling, Equation 2.7 [114] defines Steady State Arrival Rate (SSAR)

and Relative Arrival Rate (RAR), where UtilS S U is the steady state utilization, MaxUsers
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is the maximum user capacity, T is the average duration of a request, and λ is the actual

arrival rate. If actual and relative arrival rates are the same then RAR is 1.

S S AR = Utilssu ∗
MaxUsers

T
, RAR =

λ

S S AR
(2.7)

For production networks, steady-state analysis is limited. Network reliability tends to be

observable during backbone outages and increases in utilization of operational links as

traffic is rerouted from failed links [114]. Static reliability refers to network being in “up”

state [117]. Bandwidth loss occurs when there is no operational capacity available for

additional traffic and is given in Equation 2.8 [114], where Ak(t) is the number of blocked

attempts for k type requests requiring bk resource units for time interval [0, t].

B(t) =

K∑
k=1

bkAk(t) (2.8)

This parameter is based on Erlang and Engset loss models representing expected band-

width loss. Network bandwidth is bound by physical encoding and transmission fabric,

whereas latency on a link is limited by signal speed and “packetization delays” [284].

Furthermore, network backbone traffic-control-flow protocols have evolved from classical

Reno and CUBIC towards newer generations such as BBR [63]. Unlike CUBIC, BBR

handles congestion without using loss parameters for congestion and employs Kleinrock

formal model instead. Bellman-Ford-Fulkerson technique is used for routing traffic based

on least-cost approach [282]. Three network utilization parameters are commonly used:

observed, effective, and wasted. Observed utilization represent the measured percentage

of network bandwidth used. Wasted utilization is the percentage of network bandwidth

currently used that will eventually be dropped. Effective utilization is the goodput which

is the ratio of data transferred within the time it took to complete.
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Table 2.3: MonALISA network parameters

Name Formula

RTT RT propt + ηt

Jitter
∑

abs(RTT − Avg(RTT ))/kprobes

RTime Coe f foverall +Coe f fRTT ∗RTT +Coe f fPacketLoss ∗Loss+Coe f fJitter ∗ Jitter

η ≥ 0 is the noise on the link and RTprop is the round-trip propagation time property of
the connection.

ALICE Central services perform bandwidth tests between sites using the FDT tool for

select network parameters as shown in Table 2.3 [136]. MonALISA records RTT, packet

loss and jitter through the ABPing module [181]. RTT is the interval between sending and

receiving acknowledgment of a test TCP packet between two network points [63]. Jitter

provides a measure used to determine congestion used to calculate RTime [181, 271]. The

lower the RTime means better network quality [181]. Coefficients for packet loss tend to

be set high in order to detect link packet loss. Resulting node peaks on links are considered

unstable within the network.

Network topologies are commonly modeled as tree graphs, where node links repre-

sent communication links [117]. Wireless sensor networks tend to use Probabilistic Graph

Model (PGM) which is based on Stochastic-Variable Graph Model (SVGM) [44]. How-

ever, due to inherent topology and link contention complexity of deployed networks,

stochastic network modeling is insufficient [180]. Queuing network, Petri net, Boltz-

man machine, Hopfield, and Markov models have shown potential in network model-

ing [114, 222]. Petri net approach consists of places and transitions defining input and
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output functions [275]. With input and output functions mapping to input and output

places with transitions, the resulting graph structure is called a petri net graph. Queueing

network models can used to describe steady state networks with Markovian models ex-

hibiting independent Poisson processes. These models can be further refined to allow for

multi-level modeling applicable to virtual environments. For communication networks in

biophysics, Random Neural Network (RNN) can be used to model random behavior where

Gelenbe Random Neural Network (GRNN) do not follow sigmoid behavior [114, 233].

2.2.3 Software Stack

Software performance evaluation can be done through compiler-based instrumentation.

This method tends to be used for debugging and performance optimizations on local

scale since it introduces execution overheads. Tools such as GDB82, Stack Trace Anal-

ysis Tool (STAT), Performance Application Programming Interface (PAPI) and Valgrind83

offer software stack, hardware counters and memory usage profiles. The PAPI toolkit uses

instruction-level and cache counters to capture application performance [239]. For fine-

grained optimizations cache and instruction misses are used. Instrumented middleware

libraries such as MPICH-G facilitate communication monitoring. Dynamic solutions such

as Dyninst toolkit provide modification of compiled software during its execution [239].

Performance evaluation of distributed software relies on deployed infrastructure stack,

82GDB webpage: https://www.gnu.org/software/gdb/
83Valgrind webpage: http://valgrind.org/
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data and resource usage profiles. Within distributed application execution cycle, mem-

ory access is considered the most expensive [304]. For heterogeneous environments, pro-

gramming models are chosen that best exploit shared as well as distributed nature of mem-

ory [304]. Software computing model is crucial whether exploiting single node parallelism

using OpenMP, utilizing CPU/GPU with Open Computing Language (OpenCL) or imple-

menting message-passing in OpenMPI. FlowChecker [177] is another tool designed to

detect defects within MPI applications. For distributed systems unit testing methods may

not be effective for class of scaling bugs that only become visible at large-scale.

Tools such as Prophesy, SvPablo, and Netlogger toolkit are used for performance anal-

ysis of distributed applications [150]. Netlogger toolkit84 provides tracing features. SRM

and Software Vulnerability Discovery Models (VDM) are used for predicting and discov-

ering software defects while providing measures for the level of software security [78].

Model-based techniques that capture interactions between software components are also

used to identify performance issues during software development [295]. Due to costs,

measurement-based assessment tends to be used instead. Performance RCA recognize

that performance bottlenecks may have several distinct causes [295].

For distributed application performance challenges such as scale, granularity and causal

analysis exist. It is common to use mean and median values for running total for mon-

itoring data. While such statistical summary is useful for operational alarms and pro-

vides a general understanding, it does in fact lack details. Statistical summaries on other

hand while providing a general understanding, do in fact lack details. Event tracing is

84Netlogger toolkit webpage: http://netlogger.lbl.gov/
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an approach used to measure application performance for a range of programming mod-

els [239]. Execution signature for a metric is defined as a fitted time-varying trajec-

tory [239]. Similarity comparison called template metric T (p, q) of two signatures p(t)

and q(t) computes area difference between p and q as shown in Equation 2.9 [239]. De-

gree of similarity DoS (p, q) operating in the range of 0 to 1 determines similarity of the

application to a baseline signature, p, as shown in Equation 2.10.

T (p, q) =

∫
|p(t) − q(t)|dt (2.9)

DoS (p, q) =
max(0, 1 − T (p, q))∫

p(t)dt
(2.10)

Alternatively, the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of time before and after an

event can used to generate the signature for an event [156]. This method is commonly

used for detecting performance anomalies within software. DAGs are also used to model

interactions between performance causes and their consequences within a layered structure

of symptoms, observed behavior and root causes [295]. Difficulties in assessing hetero-

geneous application performance stem from need to consider software behavior beyond

speedup and scalability. In particular, reliability discussed in section 2.4 must be con-

sidered. Distributed environments are variable by design where measured application

performance may be unrepeatable [239].
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2.3 Big Data Analytics

Choice of data analytics methodology is guided by data complexity, scale and expected re-

sults. Descriptive techniques such as visualization, data transformation and graph model-

ing are employed to best reflect behavior within data. Predictive performance modeling of

distributed systems utilizes clustering, network forecasting and Markovian techniques ap-

plied to time-series monitoring data. From agent-based likelihood maximization methods

to MC-based simulations, decision analytics is implemented according to domain goals.

2.3.1 Descriptive Methodologies

Complete data analytics solutions are provided through such tools as SAS85, SPSS86,

R87, and Matlab88 [197]. Specific machine learning tasks are available through ML-

lib89, mlpack90, and AMPLab91 [127]. Graph analytics is provided through GraphLab92,

CombBLAS93, Pregel, Giraph94, FlowerGraph, Ligra, and Galois [185]. Currently well-

known Big Data processing systems are Hadoop95, Spark96, Naiad97, and Musketeer [121].

Hadoop implements a data workflow engine called MapReduce, originally developed for
85SAS webpage: https://www.sas.com
86IBM SPSS webpage: https://ibm.co/28NGwL6
87R project webpage: https://www.r-project.org/
88Matlab product webpage: https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html
89MLlib webpage: https://spark.apache.org/mllib/
90mlpack webpage: http://mlpack.org/
91AMPLab webpage: https://amplab.cs.berkeley.edu/
92GraphLab webpage: https://turi.com/
93CombBLAS webpage: http://gauss.cs.ucsb.edu/˜aydin/CombBLAS/html/index.html
94Apache Giraph webpage: https://giraph.apache.org/
95Apache Hadoop webpage: https://hadoop.apache.org/
96Apache Spark webpage: https://spark.apache.org/
97Naiad webpage: https://microsoftresearch.github.io/Naiad/
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indexation of large volume of webpages. This approach operates in two steps, where the

data are first split into input data sets fed into a mapper that generates a key-value pair

for each component. Then at the reduce stage key-value pairs are grouped and the result

returned. Potential performance gains of this approach have been demonstrated for flat file

processing. The Musketeer approach on the other hand, decouples software workflow from

the underlying execution environment. Unlike the MapReduce approach, Spark runs tasks

on pre-loaded data where the user implements Resilient Distributed Data (RDD) items that

contain data transformations [303]. Spark can be deployed over Hadoop Distributed File

System (HDFS), S3 and Cassandra.

Web-based visualization tools such as Google Charts98 and R Shiny99 are well-known.

MonALISA uses JFreeChart100 library to generate graphs and charts [136]. Dynamic vi-

sualization techniques are available through Tableau101, Gephi102, and ecoxight103 [157].

Visualization functionality is also provided by computational frameworks such as ROOT,

MatLab, and Mathematica. ELK stack tools such as Theia and Kibana provide summaries

for operational and communication performance [39]. Histograms, scatter and line plots

are the most common type of graph visualizations. Rug plots are used for one-dimen-

sional data [143]. High-dynamic range histograms allow the user to dynamically change

bin width [143]. Heatmap is used to visualize correlation matrices with dendograms fur-

ther describing hierarchical organization [272]. Chord diagrams are used to show links

98Google charts webpage: https://developers.google.com/chart/
99R Shiny webpage: https://shiny.rstudio.com/

100JFreeChart webpage: http://www.jfree.org/jfreechart/
101Tableau webpage: https://public.tableau.com
102Gephi webpage: https://gephi.org/
103ecoxight webpage: https://ecoxight.com/
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between parameters. Finally, flame graphs are static images used for visualizing stack

based traces of CPU stacks [134].

The data preparation stage commonly uses techniques such as standardization, Princi-

ple Component Analysis (PCA), Haar Wavelet Transform (HWT), and Discrete Wavelet

Transform (DWT) [10]. Two approaches that transform data of varying scale into com-

parable form are standardization shown in Equation 2.11 [10] and min-max scaling in

Equation 2.12 [10] which produces a value in the range of [0, 1]. In these equations, jth

parameter of ith record has value xi
j with mean µ j, standard deviation σ j, min j, and max j

are the minimum and maximum values of jth parameter.

z j
i =

x j
i − µ j

σ j
(2.11)

y j
i =

x j
i − min j

max j − min j
(2.12)

For high-dimensional data dimensionality reduction techniques are used to transform data

to a lesser complexity. PCA is an approach which applies rotation to the data in order to

achieve highest variance within lowest number of dimensions [10]. Similar to monitoring

data processing, PCA is also widely used for -omics to reduce dimensionality of gene

expression and identify features [34].

Distance metrics such as the Manhattan (p=1) and Euclidean (p=2) variants of Lp-

norm as shown in Equation 2.13 [10] are commonly used for numeric data, where X̄ and

Ȳ are two data point vectors of length d. Lp-norm, however, suffers from “dimensionality

curse” [10] where the distance may be affected by data dimensions, such that unrelated
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dimensions may introduce noise during clustering and classification.

Dist(X̄, Ȳ) =

 d∑
i=1

|xi − yi|
p


1
p

(2.13)

Mahalanobis distance shown in Equation 2.14 [10], similar to Euclidean distance, aims to

normalize data according “interattribute correlations” [10], where d-dimensional data X̄

and Ȳ and covariance matrix S .

Maha(X̄, Ȳ) =

√
(X̄ − Ȳ)S −1(X̄ − Ȳ)T (2.14)

2.3.2 Predictive Modeling

Predictive modeling for processes are designed according to data domain goals. Product

recommender techniques such as rule mining, anomaly detection and graph mining tend

to be used [75]. Learning-based methods are utilized for performance data recorded from

measurement-focused approaches [295]. This includes reinforcement learning, ensemble

models, C4.5 decision trees, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Expectation Maximization

(EM), PageRank and k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN). An outlier is a data point that deviates

from other measured data in such a way that it was “generated by a different mecha-

nism” [10]. Time-series data outliers are classified as point outliers and shape outliers.

While point outliers are detected using standard deviation, methods such as Hot SAX can

be applied to identify discords or shape outliers. Linear interpolation shown in Equa-

tion 2.15 is used for missing values within a data set, where y measurement is done in time

interval [ti, t j]. Furthermore, methods such as Moving-Average Smoothing, Exponential
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Smoothing, and Normalization are common approaches for time-series data [10].

y = yi +

(
t − ti

t j − ti

)
∗ (y j − yi) (2.15)

Class of techniques for feature selection consist of filters and wrapper models that pro-

duce feature subsets that maximize clustering tendency of the data [10]. Probability-based

entropy metric as shown in Equation 2.16 is used to select features based on the distance

shape, where pi represents the probability density of i grid region. For high-dimensional

data sets, estimation of probability density, however, may not be as accurate. To define lin-

ear and monotonic association between variables Pearson coefficient and Spearman rank

correlations are commonly used.

E = −

m∑
i=1

[pilog(pi) + (1 − pi)log(1 − pi)] (2.16)

The objective of clustering is to partition data into groups that are either similar to one

another, closely represent true groups or provide interpretative value when ground truth

is unknown. ORCLUS can be applied to time-series correlation clustering. Dissimilarity-

based partitioning algorithms include K-means and Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM);

hierarchical approaches such as agglomerative and divisive clustering; Fuzzy clustering

which allows for observations to belong to more than one group. Agglomerative tech-

niques tend to be expensive for large data sets and generally included into sampling and

clustering approaches [10]. Hierarchical clustering does not require the number of clusters

to be specified and instead of distance functions use density-based methods [272].

K-Means approach aims to partition a set of observations into k clusters of Ck centers,

where S k are sets of grouped observations [142,196]. Initial cluster centers are either user
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specified or selected at random. At each step, observations are reassigned to a cluster with

the closest centroid. Centroids are then recomputed as the mean of observations within

that cluster. Euclidean distance metric is commonly used for K-means with variations

of Mahalanobis distance [10] applicable to data with elliptical clusters. The algorithm

continues until reaching maximum number of steps or when no more convergence can be

gained. Thus k-means attempts to minimize the sum square as seen in Equation 2.17104.

minimizes
k∑

i=1

∑
d j∈S i

(d j − ci)2 (2.17)

K-means cluster convergence is affected by initial centroid selection, such that random

centroids may return local minima solutions. To reconcile, repeated K-means of varying

random centroids can be computed before selecting solution with the least cost. Variation

of k-means using the Manhattan distance is used and is called k-medians.

The PAM method reduces the “average dissimilarity” between representative objects

or medoids and observations [164]. Initial selection of representative objects, i, follow

observations that maximize dissimilarity as seen in Equation 2.18 [164], where D j is the

dissimilarity of j to most similar previously selected object, d( j, i) is dissimilarity between

j and i.

maximizes
i

n∑
j=1

max(D j − d( j, i), 0) (2.18)

The algorithm then selects pairs of observations (i, h), where i is a representative object

and h is not. The cost function of “swapping” i.e. Considering h as a representative object

104K-Means clustering package description: http://bit.ly/1PqU9iV
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and evicting i from representative set, as shown in Equation 2.19 [164].

minimizes
i,h

n∑
j=1

d( j, h) − D j (2.19)

If the computed cost is negative, then i and h are swapped and the algorithm repeats the

process for the next pair. If on the other hand, the cost is positive or no further gain

can be achieved, then the algorithm terminates execution. Clustering Large Applications

(CLARA) is based on PAM and was designed to work with larger sets of observations.

CLARA operates on random m samples from the data set, performing PAM clustering

while selecting k centers that minimize distance between representative objects and obser-

vations within that sample. Clustering Large Applications based on RANdomized Search

(CLARANS) is an approach that can work on the entire data set [10].

In the absence of true group representations, evaluation of clustering methods is done

according to how well they partition the data. Internal criteria commonly utilized to val-

idate the clustering approach are biased towards the algorithm used [10]. Sum of Square

(SSQ) distances to centroids ci is an example of an internal metric shown in Equation 2.20.

SSQ =

k∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(x(i, j) − ci)2 (2.20)

Intracluster to intercluster distance ratios also tend to be used as shown in Equation 2.21

[10], where P is the set of pairs belonging to the same cluster and Q are all other pairs.

Intra =

∑
(X̄i,X̄ j)∈P dist(X̄i, X̄ j)

|P|
, Inter =

∑
(X̄i,X̄ j)∈Q dist(X̄i, X̄ j)

|Q|
(2.21)

Classification is the process of identifying class labels associated with a data point based

on a training set [10]. Class-based entropy [0, log2(k)] shown in Equation 2.22 measures
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class separation if value is low and class mixing if value is high, p j fraction of points in

class j for attribute value vi.

E(vi) = −

k∑
j=1

pilog2(p j) (2.22)

Fischer score F shown in Equation 2.23 [10] is another ratio for interclass to reflect intra-

class separations, where µ is the data mean, µ j and σ j are means and standard deviations

of points in class j and finally p j is the fraction of points in class. The larger the Fisher

score, the more separated is the class.

F =

∑k
j=1 p j(µ j − µ)2∑k

j=1 p jσ j
2

(2.23)

Pearson correlation coefficient is used for failure detection techniques [278]. Time-series

data tends to be described as either being stationary, whose mean and deviation values do

not change and non-stationary data, where measured values do change. To validate pre-

diction error metrics such as Mean Squared Error (MSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE),

and relative error are used as shown in Table 2.5 [111]. If dependency is known between

variables then regression analysis tends to be used instead [209]. It is crucial for perfor-

mance forecasting models to account for unexpected shocks that may occur as described

in Table 2.4 [10]. Such predictive approaches are used for reconfigurable systems [111].

Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) approach suited for stationary data combines

autoregressive p terms and moving average q terms in order to reflect both autocorrelation

and shocks [10]. Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) substitutes first

order differencing y′t and specifically assumes time-series to be equally spaced out and

in certain cases stationary or periodic. Estimation techniques such as point and interval

estimation are well-known for predictive modeling [209]. For data with a characterized
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Table 2.4: Forecasting models for time-series data

Forecast Model Formula

Mean Running y(t) =
∑t−1

i=1 αi

t−1

Mean Sliding y(t,K) =
∑t−1

i=t−k αi

K

errori(t − 1) = (αt−1 − y(t − 1,Kt−1 + i))2

Median Running y(t) =

αsorted

(
t+1
2

)
if K is odd

αsorted( t
2 )+αsorted( t

2 +1)
2 if K is even

Median Sliding y(t) =

αsorted

(
K+1

2

)
if K is odd

αsorted( K
2 )+αsorted( K

2 +1)
2 if K is even

errori(t − 1) = (αt−1 − y(t − 1,Kt−1 + i))2

SGD y(t) = wt ∗ ∆t + αt−1

wt = wt−1 − β
αt−1−αm

timestampt−1−timestampm

MA y(t) =
∑q

i=1 bi ∗ εt−i + c + εt

ARMA y(t) =
∑p

i=1 ai ∗ yt−i +
∑q

i=1 bi ∗ εt−i + c + εt

ARIMA y′(t) =
∑p

i=1 ai ∗ y′t−i +
∑q

i=1 bi ∗ εt−i + c + εt

α is the measured rate, K is the window size, wt expected gradient at time t, β is the learning
rate such that (0 < β < 1), m is a randomly chosen time from previously measured rates, c
is the mean of global data, b1, ..., bq are coefficients and εt represents error that needs to be
derived.
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Table 2.5: Error metric validation for predictive models

Metric Formula

Mean Squared Error (MSE)
∑n

i=1 (αi−βi)2

n

Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
∑n

i=1 |αi−βi |

n

Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error (SMAPE) 1
n

∑n
i=1

|αi−βi |

(|αi |+|βi |)/2

Relative Squared Error (RSE)
∑n

i=1 (αi−βi)2∑n
i=1 (βi−β̄)2

Relative Absolute Error (RAE)
∑n

i=1 |αi−βi |∑n
i=1 |βi−β̄|

α is the predicted set and β actual set for size n and β̄ mean of all observations.

distribution function, point estimation produces a single value. Maximum likelihood esti-

mation is a common approach for random variable X with a probability density function

(pdf) f (X, γ0) for γ0 parameter. The estimate for γ produces highest probability density.

The maximum likelihood function L(x1, ..., xn; γ0) given in Equation 2.24 is defined ac-

cording to either the probability for the discrete random variable or pdf of the continuous

variable [209].

L(x1, ..., xn; γ0) = f (x1, γ0) f (x2, γ0)... f (xn, γ0) (2.24)

Minimum-cost, multi-commodity, and maximum-flow algorithms for optimization prob-

lems also tend to be used. With consideration for efficient maximum flow algorithms

methods such as Ford-Fulkerson, Edmonds, and Karp [123], and Residual Maximum Like-

lihood (REML) can be applied.
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2.4 Reliability Engineering

For distributed computing systems risk and failure analysis facilitates implementation of

measures for service availability, subsystem recovery, and network redundancy. Experts

recognize that understanding failure conditions is crucial for designing recovery proce-

dures. Services within distributed environments implement checkpointing, resource over-

provisioning, and adaptive techniques to ensure a level of fault-tolerance and survivability.

Generic as well as specialized reliability modeling techniques are used to estimate time to

failure of the entire systems, their components, and running software tasks.

2.4.1 Risk and Failure Detection

Risk is described as the likelihood and level of failure that may occur within a system

[192]. This includes scenarios with positive consequences. For complex systems, risk

is the potential for failure and is seen as a measure that identifies components within a

system that represent a risk [209]. More formally, ISO defines risk as follows [155]:

Definition 2.4.1. “Risk is the effect of uncertainty on objectives observed as the deviation

from normal behavior.”

It is expressed as a triplet R =< S , P,C >, where S is the set of events that can

cause failure, P are respective probabilities of the event and C is the set defining loss

when the event occurs [209]. Identification of risks is an approach whereby causes and

consequences for a particular risk are drawn up [155]. Risk estimation process is used
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to determine individual contributions to risk. Methods for risk analysis include copula

methodology for systems where time-wise inter-component dependencies remain stable.

Systemic risks refer to interdependent or cascading failures, consequences for which

depend on the size of the distributed system [144]. With increased use and dependence

on a wide range of networks, interdependence within computing networks has shown to

increase the hyper-risks of abrupt failures. Systemic failures may also be triggered during

normal operation, where subsystems operating at their peak efficiency can cause conges-

tion and deadlock. While the nature of systemic risks is complex and may be unresolved,

influence from subsystem interactions and the triggering event may be defined. Current

state-of-the-art for risk analysis falls short in addressing rare events, probability for coin-

cidences involved when several causes overlap, role of human effects and applicability of

classical fault and event analysis [144].

Parameter uncertainties refer to those associated with failure rates and probabilities

[209]. Fuzzy logic is a method to deal with uncertainty where rules define modes of oper-

ation for a certain level of tolerance [239]. Fuzzy clustering partitions data into fuzzy clus-

ters. Fuzzy c-means clustering uses Euclidean distance for data of spherical shape [165].

More formally, uncertainty defined by [144] is as follows:

Definition 2.4.2. “Uncertainty is the state, even partial, of deficiency of information re-

lated to, understanding or knowledge of an event, its consequence, or likelihood.”

Events encompass a range of system behaviors: from effective and transient failures to

having no occurrence at all. Event is defined by ISO as follows [155]:

Definition 2.4.3. “Event is an occurrence or change of a particular set of circumstances
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that stems from a multitude of causes as well as consequences.”

Distinction between disruption and cases of little significance for network operations

needs to be made [285]. System failure is the deviation of observed service from expected

behavior [128]. If the initial error causes a system fault, then one can say that an effective

error has occurred. Failures can be categorized as follows: hardware faults from physical

devices such as servers or storage disks; design faults that occur due to software and hard-

ware designs; operational faults due to interference from maintenance and environmental

faults that happen due to natural disasters [128].

During transient failures the system is expected to eventually recover. Furthermore, a

subset of software bugs may exist for which Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) is high enough

such that service restart becomes more expensive than letting the bug to persist unless

the fault eventually becomes effective. Soft failures occur when the system unnoticeably

compromises execution results [62]. Widespread failures happen across spanning domains

due to maintenance and upgrade outages. Long-lived failures stem from existing effects of

unreliable components and bugs. Network link failure occurs when a connection between

two components is down and device failure pertains to failure of the actual router or switch

components [119]. Loss of data on network links during failure can be calculated as shown

in Equation 2.25 [119], where medb is the median number of packets within a link before

the failure occurs and medd is the median number of packets during failure.

Potential Loss = (medb −medd) ∗ duration (2.25)

As previously stated, complex tightly-coupled systems yield higher unpredictability dur-

ing failures. One approach to avoid such occurrences is to allow for loose coupling of
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dependencyService A
fault detect correct

report

Service B
fault detect correct

report

Figure 2.12: Classical fault modeling modular service view.

components to provide fault isolation during failures [129]. Figure 2.12 shows modular

view of failure detection cycle, making a distinction between specified and actual behav-

ior. Error latency is defined as the time between when the failure happened and when it

was detected. Software error is initially considered latent when programmed and becomes

effective if it causes a crash during execution. An error is considered to be effective when

actual service disruption occurs.

Definition 2.4.4. “Availability analysis is performed to verify that an item has a satisfac-

tory probability of being operational, so it can achieve its intended objective.”

Availability [209] defined above follows a generic form as shown in Equation 2.26.

Availability =
uptime

uptime + downtime
(2.26)

During a failure event unavailability interval refers to the downtime for the period of

system outage [110]. This is followed by the availability event that signifies the end of the

recovery phase from failure. Normal operation can be labeled as the availability interval.

Two metrics used to determine individual module reliability are MTTF and Mean Time

To Repair (MTTR) which are further used to calculate module availability as described in
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Equation 2.27 [128, 179]. Subsequently, unavailability is shown in Equation 2.28 [179].

Availability =
MTT F

MTT F + MTTR
=

MTT F
MT BF

(2.27)

Unavailability =
MTTR

MTT F + MTTR
= 1 − Availability (2.28)

Detection, Escalation, Remediation, and Prevention (DERP) methods employed by Face-

book detect failures and processes that can be further improved [202]. Mean Time Be-

tween Failure (MTBF) can be described as either MTTF for repairable processes or as the

sum of mean MTTF+MTTR [179].

For distributed environments failure detection is challenging due to architectural and

monitoring limitations. Performance evaluation of running jobs within encapsulated en-

vironments is further exacerbated by virtual and actual performance discrepancies. Com-

puting grid environments are equipped to capture an extensive array of hardware, network

and software metrics at all levels of the deployed stack. Monitoring granularity, how-

ever, is an issue as the balance between detailed reporting and operational performance

needs to be maintained [150]. Fine-grained instrumentation tends to introduce overheads

into production environments. Furthermore, given extensive software stacks deployed in

current distributed systems, the conflict between need for secure service provision and

performance improvement across all layers exists.

Protocols such as Multi-chassis Link Aggregation (MLAG)105 relies on actual hard-

ware layer of switches reporting heartbeat messages to trigger recovery procedures [28].

Congestion occurs when routing buffers accumulate exceeding number of packets creating

traffic queues [282]. Alarm is a message that is sent when failure is detected, providing

105Github MLAG webpage: https://github.com/open-ethernet/mlag
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Table 2.6: Mean occurrence and median duration

Type Google HP HP Duration
Hardware < 10% 39% 19:02
Software 35% 15% Network: 6 days
WAN - 4.8% 15:01
LAN - 11.9% 35:22
Configuration 30% 6% 14:42
Connectivity 11% 11.4% 2:16
Human-related 11% - -
Other < 3% 11.9% -

Incident type duration (HH:MM) within production data centers.

a limited view of network state [171]. Techniques such as Light-weight Black-box [278]

allow one to detect performance issues through the OS layer. Due to inherent variability

of distributed resources, detection of SLA violations requires continuous monitoring to

ensure that contract is being satisfied [239]. Research into online event-based prediction

for resource exhaustion is done for IaaS environments [60]. This approach uses monitor-

ing-based stochastic modeling for predicting patterns of failure. Forecasting methods tend

to be based on time-series monitoring and event-based data [111].

Decentralized services recognize that reporting of unexpected transient failures may

produce unusual failure behavior as a result [286]. Moreover failures may not immediately

become effective allowing for a period of dormancy to occur [179]. Failure rates for select

Microsoft Azure services have been observed to be 5.2 devices per day and 40.8 network

links per day with median repair times ranging from 5 minutes up to 1 week [28]. Google

data centers have reported 61 outages for 700 day period. For HP consumer-managed

networks highest priority cases took median time to recover of 2 hours and 45 minutes and
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4 hours and 18 minutes for lowest priority incidents. WLCG T0 and T1 sites are set to have

interruption limits of 4 to 6 hours with target reliability of 97% [105]. Data centers tend to

have a range of points of failure, from network hardware such as router and switches up to

Power Distribution Unit (PDU) [290]. Table 2.6 [285, 290] details the nature of incident

occurrences and recovery times for select data centers. This table shows that hardware

failures were in majority for HP networks, whereas software and configuration incidents

were prevalent for Google data centers.

An alternative study looked at Cloud service data center infrastructures, concluding

that 78% of observed failures stemmed from storage [290]. It was observed for ATLAS

that principle failures indeed occurred in storage at the final stages of the job [287]. The

ATLAS experiment has also noted that 4-6% of CPU time was being spent in recovering

from transient failures during reconstruction passes [126, 288]. Study has also shown

that load balancers tend to experience faults from software failures [119]. Failures due

to human intervention are poorly understood and are inherently complex. For high-risk

systems it was observed that majority of incidents involved human error and where 96%

of incidents were human-related [276].

Research within distributed systems has shown that 58% of overall failures for VAX-

cluster stemmed from individual nodes, similarly 30% for Grid5000 [110]. For individual

computing nodes it was observed that failures tend to occur in bursts, where select com-

ponent failures cause cascading behavior. For tightly-coupled systems this is an inherent

characteristic referred to as space-correlated failure. Furthermore, for specific hardware
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such as FPGA, neighbor corruption and service disruption are a concern [234]. FPGA-

deployed systems may also experience periods of unresponsiveness during FPGA recon-

figuration. Therefore, the Health Monitor attempts to probe such devices and if needed,

gracefully recover. Current FPGA debugging tools, however, are limited in their buffer

capacity and autonomous recovery [234].

Network failure analysis tends to be performed in the context of resource unreliability,

failure impact, and effects of redundancy existing within the system [119]. Redundancy

within networks has limited impact during failures. Past work suggests that for 70% of net-

work failures only one link was involved [119]. For tightly-coupled systems failures also

occur at the intersection of these services [192]. Network service failures within Google

data centers were linked to hardware degradation, misconfiguration and scaling service

management [265]. Misconfiguration of services running within WLCG was observed to

cause failures due to expired access, agent pileup, and agents being down [25].

Grid and Cloud providers similar to large data centers, experience variable latencies

causing dropped packets as well as network partitions that span across sites. Occurrence

of partitions along with aggressive recovery procedures have shown to exacerbate effects

of failure [28]. For data centers a known problem is the scenario of thundering herd, where

job scheduling services such as Cron incur usage spikes [89]. Google data center deploys

lock services such as Chubby [53] for their loosely-coupled systems to ensure process con-

sistency. Lack of failure detection means that application processes and network transfers

eventually terminate due to either job limits or timeout protocols; thus, requiring a restart.
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Absence of subsystem monitoring does not immediately indicate failure, for which prob-

ing is used instead to indirectly evaluate system activity. Furthermore, heartbeat message

delays themselves can create deadlock situations.

2.4.2 Disaster Recovery and Fault-Tolerance

FLP impossibility [104] proof states that for distributed asynchronous systems no guar-

antee of consensus on recovery action may be established for even a single process fail-

ure [217]. This also applies to database transactions, storage reads, and writes. For self-

healing systems when failure is detected, an attempt to restore the system to a good state

occurs [111]. Network self-healing techniques include dual-feeding, recovery using in-

telligent switches, failure detection and estimation of spare capacities, predicting traffic

routes in case of failures, and rerouting when it occurs [24]. WAN approaches such as

trunk diversity, digital cross connect systems, and self-healing ring topologies minimize

effects of failure and ensure network survivability [282]. Such redundancy techniques

however do not prevent link failure [28]. For complex systems, deployed diversity allows

one to reduce failure outcomes that may occur simultaneously [144]. Furthermore, if a sys-

tem implements reliable service then disruptions can have more complex and unexpected

failure characteristics [279].

Recovery costs are prohibitively high for large scale data processing tasks. Backward

error recovery methods allow systems to return to the correct state using checkpoint-restart
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mechanisms. Virtual environments provide snapshot capabilities to allow instances to re-

sume job execution from an intermediate point. WLCG T1 sites deploy machine man-

agement services such as Quattor able to create a machine within 30 minutes [135]. For-

ward error recovery methods deploy redundancy by re-launching jobs [128]. Configurable

alarms permit administrators and users to manage their resources according to demand.

System pairs tend to be used for running two identical services in parallel, where only one

is being used and the other is set as the immediate backup in case of failure.

Resource over-provisioning is a common approach for minimizing effects of fail-

ure [286, 291]. In particular, for data centers with latency-sensitive services over-provi-

sioning is used to accommodate worst case scenarios. For Cloud production environments

data replication within Amazon Relational Database Service (RDS) cross-region and Mi-

crosoft Azure [3, 160] services provide well-defined dependencies that ensure jobs com-

plete on other resources during major failure. Spark implements an alternative approach to

replication through a process of lineage, where generated RDDs track the transformations

and in case partition goes down, they can be recreated from raw data [303].

Distributed systems tend to implement reactive adaptability to failure, meaning that

system starts to compensate only when failure is detected. A common approach is to

restart failed or degraded systems as soon as it is detected [184]. Current techniques uti-

lize timeout between two points to trigger a failure alarm. Timeout values are set based on

expert experience. Reliable failure detectors are architected for fast actionable failure re-

covery as soon as the process reports a crash. Alternatively, proactive adaptation proposes
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preventive actions to be taken when prediction of imminent failures occurs [111]. Prin-

ciple requirement for such approaches is to minimize interference within the operational

environment.

HEP experiments operating within WLCG employ job re-retries in order to recover

from data loss at the cost of CPU time [287]. In the context of HEP jobs, this type of fail-

ure and recovery tends to be labeled as transient failure [288]. HEP experiments employ

automated job resubmission on initial failure in order to minimize overheads of manually

relaunching jobs [126]. For ALICE production jobs, MonALISA monitors queued jobs in

waiting states attempting to resubmit them when queue is low on waiting jobs [136]. AL-

ICE also implements automated actions for restarting site services every 12 hours when it

is detected to be failing. MonALISA utilizes checkpointing methods for data replication to

ensure consistency of recovery if failure occurs [81]. This is achieved through monitoring

states of links between replicas and deploying automatic data replication in similar fashion

to T1 reconstruction jobs.

Adaptive systems utilize policy-based recovery when failure is detected [81]. These

systems employ adaptive agents that adjust their behavior based on knowledge and sur-

rounding dynamic states [100]. Tools such as Netlogger toolkit and self-configuring proto-

cols [250] for user applications can be used to dynamically recover from software failures.

Hadoop JobTracker uses a speculative approach to predict job execution times and repli-

cate tasks accordingly [92]. Albatross’s [183] approach for SDNs preemptively attempts
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to terminate and restart processes in uncertain states. This approach aims to limit interfer-

ence with other processes and tolerate a level of failure within itself. Furthermore, WS-

Diamond proposes a detection and recovery mechanism for service-based infrastructures

with similar research being done for Organic Computing [111].

Middleware systems in general implement self-adaptation and opportunistic manage-

ment with consideration for P2P fault-tolerance [109,111]. Planning for failure is essential

for reliable distributed environments as management of such systems is not trivial [279].

Experts recognize that comprehensive modeling of failure scenarios is unfeasible and

hence, self-adaptive systems are needed. Load balancers tend to be designed with re-

source resiliency and capacity considerations in mind [187]. N+1 redundancy implements

a schema that if a replica becomes unavailable, then the rest of N resources can provision

the needed capacity. N+0 refers to the setup where no additional capacity is available.

With expected growth of Cloud and Grid services, persistent quality assurance at job bro-

ker, user task and resource provider are essential. Regardless of the level of automation

for distributed systems, human-based resource management is essential due to experience,

access and foresight to make decisions [296]. Therefore, consensus during disasters can

be achieved through human-based interactions.

2.4.3 Reliability Modeling

Reliability engineering is used for quality control and prevention of defects within complex

systems [209]. In general, reliability of a system is validated through life testing within

real operating conditions for a period of time [54]. More formally, reliability [209] is
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Table 2.7: Data center availability classes

Class System Type Availability (%)
1 Unmanaged 90
2 Managed 99
3 Well-managed 99.9
4 Fault-tolerant 99.99
5 High-availability 99.999
6 Very high-availability 99.9999
7 Ultra-availability 99.99999

defined below and as shown in Equation 2.29, where the probability of random variable

with pdf f (x) to guarantee that the system will be operational without failure during time

interval [0, t]. Subsequently, unreliability is defined as 1 − R(t).

Definition 2.4.5. “Reliability is the ability of an item to operate under designated operat-

ing conditions for a designated period of time.”

R(t) =

∫ ∞

0
f (t)dt (2.29)

Table 2.7 [128] details data center class and corresponding levels of availability. High-

availability data centers require the system to detect, react and recover from faults when

possible. Such deployments are also expected to tolerate environmental causes. Reliabil-

ity block diagrams tend to be used to demonstrate subsystem failure dependencies [209].

Components or services can be classified as either repairable when they are repaired and

placed back into the system, or non-repairable when they are replaced with new ones. Point

process models such as Homogeneous Poisson Process (HPP), Renewal Process (RP), and
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Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP) are used for single component randomly dis-

tributed failures where duration of the failure can be considered negligible [209].

Facebook experiences operational issues when the number of requests they receive

exceeds available resources resulting in large queues [202]. Failures occurring due to

resource over-provisioning for interconnected services is costly within such production

environments. Most critical failures were observed to occur when large number of service

requests were waiting within the queue [202]. To mitigate this, the modified Controlled

Delay (CoDel) algorithm has been developed. The approach employs adaptive Last In

First Out (LIFO) ordering for new requests triggered when a queue occurs, otherwise First

In First Out (FIFO) ordering is used.

Data center reliability tends to be viewed from the perspective failure of individual

nodes. Cron is a common tool used to schedule tasks without tracking them. Reliabil-

ity in this case is provided through replica Cron tasks deployed using Paxos, Fast Paxos,

Zab, and Raft algorithms to ensure consistency [89, 145]. Such approaches elect a master

replica which is in charge of launching and keeping jobs synchronized, as well as a slave

replica that tracks domain status with potential to become a master in case one fails. Com-

mercial data centers also deploy containers such as Chubby to ensure task isolation. For

Consistency, Availability, and Partition Tolerance (CAP) guarantees, select data centers

tend to favor consistency instead of availability [145].

Catastrophe theory recognizes a mode of aggression from conflicts caused by fear and

anger [306]. Energy functions tend be used to describe failure behavior in terms of tension

and stress present within such systems. Failure rates for software and hardware generally
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correspond to a bathtub curve for statistically independent components [179, 209]. This

distribution consists of phases from “early life” when failures may occur at higher rates,

followed by “functional-life” phase where faults are relatively unlikely and finally the

“wear out” period signaling the degradation of the system [213]. Transient failures tend

to follow Weibull distribution [128]. Repair times have been observed to follow Poisson

distribution. Design failures that are unknown beforehand apply reliability analysis us-

ing probabilistic approaches [209]. Reliability engineering for distributed systems consist

of methods that minimize recovery costs, predict performance and attempt to maximize

throughput [287].

Table 2.8 [103, 179, 213] summarizes the most commonly used distributions in mod-

eling mean time to failure. Exponential distributions are limited for they are memoryless

since F(t|x) = F(t)∀x, t ≥ 0. Generalized form of the exponential distribution such as

a Gamma distribution tends to be applied for successive shock behavior that eventually

leads to failure. Lognormal distribution is used for failure processes that occur as a re-

sult of “multiplicative” errors due to fatigue, maintenance, or repair [209]. The Weibull

distribution is applied to model the time to failure of systems with constant failure rate

distributions [209]. For modeling computer systems the Weibull distribution has shown to

be a good fit when estimating time to failure and time between failures [280]. Specialized

distributions such as Erlangian, Inverse Gaussian, and Makeham-Gompertz distributions

are also available [103]. For data centers, successive faults from individual nodes were ob-

served to follow the inverse curve [280,290]. Failures within HPC systems were correlated

among the computing nodes, demonstrating good fit to exponential models.
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Table 2.8: Reliability distribution

Distribution PDF CDF

Exponential f (t) = λe−λt R(t) = 1 − e−λt

Gamma f (t) = λntn−1

(n−1)!e
−λt R(t) = 1 −

∑n−1
k=0

(λt)k

k! e−λt

Log-normal f (t) = 1
σt
√

2π
e−

1
2

( lnt−µ
σ

)2

R(t) = Φ
(

ln−µ
σ

)
, t ≥ 0

Weibull f (t) = b
θ

(
t
θ

)b−1
e−(

t
θ )

b

b, θ > 0, t ≥ 0 R(t) = e−(
t
θ )

b

λ is the rate of failure, µ is the mean, n number of random variables, σ standard deviation,
Φ cdf for normal distribution, θ is the scale parameter and b is shape parameter of the pdf.

Software reliability modeling tends to employ NHPP, Markov Renewal, and shock

HPP models [162, 237, 280]. Crash-recovery models assume that the process is capable

of returning to the correct state [49]. Programming languages such as Rely make use

of quantitative reliability of probabilities for computational tasks finishing correctly and

without soft errors [62]. Models such as Systematic Human Action Reliability Procedure

(SHARP) exist to model human reliability.
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Chapter 3

Event Detection

3.1 Specification

Distributed computing systems are extensively implemented within modern society rang-

ing from “smart” IoT devices to highly-critical power and healthcare infrastructures. For

large scale distributed HEP scientific tasks the current focus is on data throughput, rather

than peak performance of the underlying site-specific hardware; thus, producing tightly-

coupled network, storage, and computing services. Large data processing jobs are compu-

tationally expensive, incurring a high penalty for non-transient failures. While task-level

data parallelization and redundancy are deployed within such systems, expert knowledge

and timely response are still critical during site failures.

Discrete-event modeling is inadequate for dynamic production environments. RCA

and failure analysis for stack-oriented systems is challenging as distinct events exhibit
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behavior that is indistinguishable. Unpredictable external factors further limit modeling

capabilities using classical statistical and stochastic network methods. Therefore, we must

consider operational analysis of distributed environments using non-intrusive monitoring

techniques from reported parameters and operational AliEn probes used for scheduling

data transfers.

Due to the growth of general-purpose and heterogeneous components used within dis-

tributed environments, monitoring and control limitations depend on the entire deployed

stack. Furthermore, continuous monitoring and online early notification of failure are nec-

essary. Failure analysis for large scale environments suggests that failures can occur at all

layers and potentially with unexpected results. Predominant number of failures within pro-

duction environments relate to storage, software, computing nodes and configurations. We

must also use monitoring parameters and metrics that are service platform independent, fa-

cilitating comparative analysis across sites. With consideration for forward compatibility,

we must also consider parameters that would be available in the future iterations of the

software stacks.

3.2 Parameter Selection

When we first approached modeling failures within distributed environments, we have

considered fault modeling analysis from section 2.4. Figure 2.12 presents a view of a

two component system, each containing a feedback loop for fault occurrence, detection,

and reporting. The classical model assumed well-defined dependencies between services,
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Service layer B2
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fault detect correct

report

Service B2.2
fault detect correct

report

fault detect correct
report

dependency

Figure 3.1: Distributed services fault modeling view.

Table 3.1: ALICE Grid overall reported issues snapshot [1]

Issue Type Operational Critical
Storage 35.98% 10.05%
Computing 2.65% 0.53%
Monitoring 11.64% 10.58%
Jobs/job agents 4.23% -
Networking 24.34% -

where failure effects of one service could be modeled onto the other. Grid and Cloud

systems do not share this view and instead implement an approach shown in Figure 3.1.

Through stack-based deployment and unified view of resources, service feedback loops

can span beyond physical resource proximity. Services such CEs also deploy job agent

sub-services that maintain their own fault feedback procedure. Thus, when selecting pa-

rameters we have considered service layers that participate during select domain failures

instead of physical subsystem components.

Table 3.1 provides an operational snapshot for overall reported site issues, where com-

puting, storage, jobs, job agent, and networking categories report service issues occurring
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Figure 3.2: Site job ratio for select error states [1].

across all sites. From Table 3.1, we observe that storage and networking represent ser-

vices, are where most issues were observed. This approach, while limited in granularity

for reported services, provides justification for use of a selection of parameters, according

to the critical services, where most significant issues are expected, such as jobs, job agents,

computing, storage, and networking service layers. We also note from the table, that mon-

itoring issues have been shown to contribute; thus, guiding us to expect signal loss to

occur for selected monitoring parameters. Figure 3.2 further provides an operational view

used by experts, when examining the behavior of site jobs. The job ratio while useful for

completed job reporting, presents only a summarized view of error states, without consid-

eration for job state transition occurring during the life cycle of the job. The goal of our

research is to detect effects of instabilities before the jobs, transfers, and network quality
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Figure 3.3: Overall job efficiency for all sites, where each line represents a specific site [1].

outages trigger liveness flag by the Central Services, thus allowing for a pre-failure period

to be analyzed, where interacting effects could be observed across critical service layers.

Figure 3.3 plots overall job efficiency reported across all sites. Variable performance

for HEP jobs is observed, potentially exhibiting expected I/O bound behavior as described

in Subsection 2.2.1. This suggests, that interacting effects can occur within both storage

and job states. Furthermore, we have determined from Subsection 2.2.1, that network con-

nectivity can affect SE performance. Furthermore, for client-server services, such as jobs

agents, middleware stack deployments discussed in Subsection 2.1.2, highlight that server

nodes within such systems represent a reliability bottleneck. This reasoning justified our

need to examine worker and XRootD node use, focusing on production job efficiency with

consideration for transfer load behavior. This represents a necessary analysis needed by

XRootD services, as a form of latency-awareness for network quality. Finally, transfer link

quality metric was chosen based on discussion in Subsection 2.2.2, where AliEn services
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count, cpu_time, run_time, 

transf_moved_mbytes, 

transf_read_mbytes, 

transf_written_mbytes,

transf_speed

User Job Performance

LAN_IN, LAN_OUT, 

WAN_IN, WAN_OUT

XRootD nodes

count, no_CPUs, Load1,

Load5, Load15

Site nodes

count, no_CPUs, Load1,

Load5, Load15, uptime
<status1>_jobs,

Site jobs and jobagents

<status2>_ja_jobagents

AliEn nodes

cpu_time, run_time,

job_rss, job_virtualmem,

Load1, Load5, Load15,

Transfers

RTT, PacketLoss, RTime,

<status3>_transfers,

transf_mbytes, 

transf_speed

Figure 3.4: MonALISA selected parameters, where (1) and (2) are states shown in Fig-
ure 2.4 and (3) are transfer states highlighted in Figure 2.6.

use probing techniques to determine which sites to use for transfers. The Central services

utilize this information to schedule transfers, according to task requirements and available

storage resources at the site.

Our goal was to use monitoring parameters that reflect service-dependent environ-

mental effects as opposed to configuration-controlled parameters. AliEn operating on top

of WLCG middleware implements three service layers: Central Services, Sites, and Job

Agents. Given our focus on site-based analysis, we have selected parameters for job and

job agents as well job transfer states as shown in Figures 3.4. RTT, packet loss and RTime

were chosen based on Table 2.3 and analysis provided in Section 2.2.2. Production (user)

job parameters were chosen based on the discussion from Section 2.2.1. XRootD data

transfer job states, sizes, and rates were selected for site incoming and outgoing transfers.

Site computing and storage node parameters were selected based on analysis from Sec-

tion 2.2.1. Overall, we have selected 61 parameters to reflect site computing and storage
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Table 3.2: NWS forecasting evaluation for network transfer throughput

Method Actual MSE Actual SMAPE Clustered MSE Clustered SMAPE
Mean running 33.941 1.237 13.542 1.031
Mean sliding 13.591 1.057 13.559 1.014
Median running 26.215 0.896 13.545 1.022
Median sliding 13.176 0.913 13.552 1.012
SGD 13.082 1.228 13.552 1.018
Random walk 13.592 1.016 13.551 1.010

node states, job and job agent states, as well as data transfers and production job perfor-

mance.

3.3 Event Detection

In order to detect failures occurring at a site, we need to provide a distinction between

expected operational performance fluctuations and discernible unstable behaviors. While

single parameter forecasting is limited in applicability, we developed an event state vector

reflecting the state of jobs, job agents, storage, and network at the site. We then proposed

an approach to separate site-event states into domains based on the event-state vector to

provide separation between normal-site behavior and a failure event.

3.3.1 Event State Vector

At an early stage, we investigated the applicability of NWS forecasting models shown in

Table 2.4 for network throughput computed from Table 2.2. We applied K-Means clus-

tering to attempt to separate throughput observations into groups, applying forecasting
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methods described in Table 2.5. We then validated these approaches using MSE and Sym-

metric Mean Absolute Percentage Error (SMAPE), where SMAPE was specifically chosen

to deal with extreme data climbs. Based on the computed values shown in Table 3.2, we

concluded that none of the investigated techniques demonstrated significantly different re-

sults than a random walk. We concluded that NWS forecasting methods are not able to

predict throughput based only on a single parameter for individual-site transfers. There-

fore, metrics were developed based on a selection of parameters for each of the services.

Job and job-agent state metrics were constructed based on their states as shown in

Figure 2.4. Given that job states normally fluctuate between valid and error states, we

wanted a measure that would capture the occurrence of exceeding the number of jobs

going into error compared to normal states. Since we could distinguish between the two

types of states, an S job(t) parameter was constructed as shown in Equation 3.1.

S job(t) =

∑
valid(t)∑
error(t)

(3.1)

Similar to S job(t), we computed job agent state ratio S jobagent(t). In the case when there

are no job states in either category, we use value of 1 for the sum for that type of states.

WLCG sites provision variable set of resources, such that the number of jobs running

at a site may scale up or down at any given time. Therefore, regardless of the number

of running jobs, our parameter aimed to capture cases when over half of running jobs

would go into error. As highlighted in section 2.1.1, specific job states can be manually

triggered during normal operational conditions. Therefore, it was imperative for us to

capture conditions when there was an increase in the number of jobs experiencing errors.

For S job(t), S jobagent(t) > 1, the ratios were set to 1. We also wanted to have a metric that
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reflected increasing number of jobs going into error within a short period of time. Hence,

we used the sum of MADs over a window of error types as shown in Equation 3.2.

Err job(t) =
∑

median(|Errori − median(Error)|) (3.2)

Storage represents a critical part of the computing workflow that incurs considerable

number of failures as a result. WLCG was designed to facilitate tasks and data to be repli-

cated across sites, allowing site schedulers to deal with jobs that are I/O bound. While

production tasks are operationally consistent, they depend on network variability; thus,

affecting storage performance. At the same time, storage issues may also affect job perfor-

mance during reading and writing stages. We have initially developed state ratios similar

to S job(t), however, the resulting metric produced a noisy measure suggesting either an

unusual transfer state life cycle or a low number of transfers occurred at any given time

at the site. Instead, we have defined transfer throughput throughputtrans f ers(t) based on

Equation 2.4 and losttrans f ers(t) similar to Equation 2.8 as the sum of the number of lost

transfers.

As discussed in Section 2.4.3, occurrence of network failures within data centers tend

to be associated with hardware component degradation, link utilization, and misconfigu-

ration. Network modeling has been shown to deviate from SM, with potentially unknown

latency variations observed for WANs. Similar to RTime defined in Table 2.3, we have

defined S Time shown in Equation 3.3, as the mean of k outgoing and incoming transfers

for cLoss and cRTT coefficients set to RTime values. We also define S Timedev parameter as

shown in Equation 3.4 that uses MAD across incoming and outgoing transfer sets S Time
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to reflect deviation within immediate site network.

S Time(t) = mean(cRTT RTT(t, k) + cLossLoss(t, k)) (3.3)

S Timedev(t) = median(|STimei − median(STime)|) (3.4)

Reliability within a data center is generally viewed from the perspective of the reliability of

computing nodes. Therefore, we have developed a metric based on overall node utilization

as shown in Equation 3.5, where n is the number of nodes and Ncores is the number of cores

for the selected node.

Util(t) =

∑n
i=1 Loadi∑n
i=1 Ncoresi

(3.5)

We have considered two utilization metrics for site computing nodes, Utilnodes(t) and

XRootD nodes Utilxrootd(t). Given the priority and consistent behavior of production jobs,

we also computed production job efficiency Usere f f iciency(t) as shown in Equation 2.3. Fi-

nally, site event state at time t was constructed as shown in Equation 3.6.

Event(t) = {S job(t), S jobagent(t), Err job(t), Err jobagent(t), S Time(t), S Timedev(t),

throughputtrans f ers(t), losttrans f ers(t),Utilnodes(t),Utilxrootd(t),Usere f f iciency(t)}

(3.6)

While the above event state vector includes a complete set of parameters, individual site

event states differed, e.g., only select sites report storage. Therefore, for overall site testing,

we have considered a minimal event state vector consisting of job and job agent states as

well as production job efficiency.
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3.3.2 Online Classifier

The goal of clustering event state parameters defined in Equation 3.6 is to identify distinct

domain groups and train an online classifier to be able to detect event-state services that

are experiencing an instability. A trained classifier at time, t, requires only group centers to

compute the cluster group to which the event state belongs as shown in Algorithm 1. This

approach can be deployed in near real-time environments with scheduled re-computation

of centers.

compute Event(t);
for each i group do

compute disti = distManhattan(Event(t),Center(i));
end
return group where min(distgroups);

Algorithm 1: Online event classifier

3.4 Methodology

For clustering event state parameters, we evaluated K-Means and CLARA from R stats

and cluster packages. During the development stages, we have also tested smaller data

sets using PAM for which Mahalanobis distance was used from R StatMatch package. We

considered two test cases: site-based and across all site clustering. In the former case, each

site maintained its own event state vector, whereas for overall clustering we considered

minimal event states described in Section 3.3.1. For initial clustering passes of the data

samples, we have considered random sampling and data splits of 1:1 and 2:1. Figure 3.3
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Figure 3.5: MLexplore computing model.

demonstrates user job efficiency and the observed variability of the metric across several

month periods. We note from Figure 3.3, that the observed duration for degraded efficiency

for select instances range from minutes to days. Therefore, for the purposes of having

statistically stable-trained medoids, a period of 30 days was chosen. Rare events do occur,

where less testing group variability is exhibited when a training set of at least one month

is used. Due to the nature of constantly changing configuration and task requirements, we

have observed shifts in trained medoids for time-based data sampling; thus, suggesting a

need for online group re-computation. The impact of this online approach corresponds to

the need to maintain clustering groups that represent the current state of resource layers

within large-scale distributed computing environments. Therefore, our goal in this chapter

is to evaluate clustering performance according to consecutive periods, where time-based

split for the data was used to train and test sets as a ratio of 2:1.

For each test case, we evaluated clustering approaches according to how well the data
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was clustered using Average Silhouette Width (ASW) and Calinski-Harabasz (CH), imple-

mented in R fpc package. Measures of withinness using ASW and betweenness using CH

were used for comparing clustering effects on filtered observations as well as for deciding

on the “best” number of clusters to use [148]. ASW is an internal clustering validation

approach. The silhouette width for, w, partitions into, C, clusters of size k and n the total

number of observations is given in Equation 3.7 [148], where a(i,k) represents the average

dissimilarity of w j ∈ Ck and b(i,k) is the minimum dissimilarity across all clusters to which

w j were not assigned [16].

kAS W =
1
n

n∑
i=1

b(i, k) − a(i, k)
max{a(i, k), b(i, k)}

(3.7)

, where a(i, k) =
1

|Ch| − 1

∑
w j∈Ck

d(wi,w j) and b(i, k) = min
Cl=wi

1
|Cl|

∑
w j∈Cl

d(wi,w j)

The upper bound for silhouette width is 1, signifying tightly grouped clusters. As the width

decreases, clustered observations are more separated and clustering can be considered

weaker. ASW standard deviation can also be used as measure for clustering stability [147].

CH criterion also known as the Variance Ratio Criterion (VRC) was developed as a

method for evaluating the best number of k clusters [59]. CH criterion shown in Equa-

tion 3.4 is the ratio of between-cluster-means and within-cluster sum of squares [16] for

k number of clusters of partition w and n total number of observations [148], where W(k)

is the within-cluster distance between observations and centroids. The larger the CH cri-

terion the higher is the separation between clusters; hence, a better clustering result. It is

strongly advised to either seek k clusters with local CH maximum or those with a steeper
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CH criterion increases.

kCH =
(n − k)B(k)
(k − 1)W(k)

(3.8)

where W(k) =

k∑
h=1

1
|Ch|

∑
wi,w j∈Ck

d(wi,w j)2 and B(k) =
1
n

n∑
i, j=1

d(wi,w j)2 −W(k)

In this work, we have developed the tools to process and analyze data recorded for 78

sites during the period of 09/07/2015 to 11/01/2015. Figure 3.5 demonstrates our comput-

ing approach for recording, processing, and analyzing monitoring data from the ALICE

Grid. We have used CERN OpenStack infrastructure to setup instances to run MLclient,

perform passes over recorded data, and visualize results using R shiny. We deployed in-

stances close to the central services in zone geneva-b, using local wall-clock time for arriv-

ing messages. Given that we were monitoring within organizational network, we initially

considered fine-granularity for the recorded data. After further testing, we determined that

sites differed in the rate they report parameters, therefore we decided on granularity of 1

minute. Depending on the recorded parameter, we have used either the latest, maximum,

or mean value to represent the parameter.

3.5 Results

Early on, we have observed that select sites did not report all event state parameters for

storage. From initial analysis using PAM for site-based evaluation, we further reduced

the event-state vector, since the majority of sites job and job agent ratios are colinear.

Figure 3.6 demonstrates sample minimal event state for a selected site. From the plots,

we observe that the site potentially experienced issues during two periods starting at 14:00
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Figure 3.6: Event state for a selected site on 10/07/2015
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Figure 3.7: Event state for a selected site on 10/16/2015
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and 17:00. In the first case, we observe that the number of jobs going into error increased

within a short period of time which was followed by loss of monitoring signal. In the

second case, we observe only job agent error state deviations before loss of signal. While

it is reasonable to suggest an instability in the first case, signal loss at 17:00 did not seem

to significantly affect running jobs, job agents or the network afterwards. We conclude that

signal loss does not imply an instability as the causes may stem from monitoring agents

themselves rather than site operations. Therefore, we have considered site events in terms

of time-independent states.

Figure 3.7 presents another example of a state vector with added consideration for pro-

duction job efficiency. From Figure 3.7, we observe two time periods, where job error state

deviation increased within a short period of time. For job agent error deviation, network

and production job efficiency, we also observe periods of performance variation. We note,

however, that these effects do not occur synchronously, but with a time delay. Production

jobs require network access and middleware services when they are reading/writing data,

therefore, the effects of instabilities are expected to have a propagation delay. Effect laten-

cies within storage systems are dependent on the medium and SRM, where variability is

expected.

We performed K-Means and CLARA clustering for two cases of site-based and across-

site evaluation. For sites, where storage reporting was present, we have considered event

states only during transfers. Based on prior analysis for across-site evaluation, we reduced

event state vector to a minimal event state to include jobs error state deviation, STime,

STime deviations, and production job efficiency. For each case we have first run clustering
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Figure 3.8: Clustering evaluation for a site-based evaluation, where ASW (left) and CH
(right) criterions were plotted for each of the cluster sizes.

for a range of group sizes in order to determine the best number of clusters to use for

training.

Figure 3.8 demonstrates clustering evaluation for a selected site. We observe that both

K-Means and CLARA produced similar criterion patterns of ASW > 0.8 as the size of

clusters increased; thus, suggesting a strong clustering result. For both test cases, clus-

tering produced results with ASW > 0.5, generating higher ASW and CH criterions for

smaller event state vectors. We also note that storage measures have shown to signif-

icantly affect clustering, producing clusters with few points. While we cannot directly

compare clustering techniques based on these results, we decided to use CLARA accord-

ing to our analysis of silhouette stability as the number of clusters increased, as well as

computational performance for larger data sets.

To assess the quality of the chosen clustering approach, we have computed ASW and
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CH criterions on both training and testing data. For site-based evaluation, locally optimal

event state vector and the number of cluster groups were chosen based on the above eval-

uation. We performed across-site evaluation by choosing a minimum event state vector

consisting of parameters that are reported by all sites. The medoids generated from the

training data were then used to cluster the data points from the testing set. For both site-

based and across-site clustering, we observe similar results producing testing ASW > 0.5

for most sites.

Figure 3.9 demonstrates the results from site-based testing. While most sites demon-

strated strong clustering for training and testing, five sites showed weaker clustering using

the testing set. This corresponds to aforementioned storage states observations and rare

events. For across-site training and testing, we have ASW of 0.63 and 0.56, respectively,

when using seven cluster groups. This suggests that our clustering approach produced

cluster groups of significance which are stable in time.

Figure 3.10 further examines cluster sizes for training and testing sets for site-based

and across-site clustering cases. Across-site testing clustered group sizes differed by 18%

in total. For site-based clustering, we observe pronounced variations between trained

and tested sets with groups containing fewer points. Cluster group 2 for site-based case

medoids reflect high storage throughput and user efficiency while exhibiting low-error de-

viations within jobs and job agents. Group 6 showed high throughput and error deviations

in transfer states. Across-site clustering groups 3 and 4 correspond to medoids with low

network variation, high production job efficiency, and low job error state deviations and

are labeled normal. Group 2 and 7 for this case reflect medoids with STime of 500 and
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Figure 3.10: Cluster group size evaluation for a select site (left) and across-site (right)
cases.

308 signifying occurrence of packet loss. Group 6 includes states, where all services were

affected, demonstrating high deviations in job error states, low network quality, and low

production job efficiency.

With consideration for site operational workflows, we were able to select and derive

parameters that describe service-oriented and production job performance variations. We

then reduced event state dimensionality to those parameters that contain features for un-

stable site behavior. We have identified groups of failure domains that can be used as

indicators of services involved during an instability.
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Chapter 4

Stability Analysis

4.1 Specification

Complex distributed environments consist of service layers that are self-managed, provid-

ing several optimal behaviors depending on service interactions and the state of the site.

One must consider service performance according to available capacity, rather than the-

oretical peak performance. Automated failure preventive measures within such systems

present a challenge, as they themselves can cause faults with unpredictable consequences.

Expert-guided intervention can also become a cause or remedy for site instabilities.

Failure patterns consist of a wide range of behaviors: from gradual shock-based degra-

dation to cascading failure, where outage of one component causes a chain reaction within

other subsystems. Failure can also occur during normal operations when services reach

maximum capacity. Classical fault modeling methods provision for a period of dormancy
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before a fault becomes effective; thus, allowing for an error latency between when it occurs

and when it is detected. Thus, for preemptive measures to be implemented, time horizon

prediction for an instability must be made.

Continuous resource monitoring and analysis are necessary for proactive disaster re-

covery procedures. We must be able to separate instabilities into those that reflect failures

and those that are normal accidents, such as periods of maintenance that do not require

expert intervention. The goal for proactive recovery is to minimize service loss during

an instability, focusing on survivability of participants while allowing self-managed and

expert-guided procedures to take place within the failed service domain.

Given the scale and complexity of distributed environments such proactive agents need

to detect instabilities, identify failed domains, and predict expected failure patterns. Cen-

tral and site experts as well as users require such analytical tools to diagnose failures and

optimize resource use beyond manual configuration. Self-healing systems can also use

these techniques to revert to previously stable-site states.

In Chapter 3 we have identified operational monitoring parameters used for detecting

issues within the ALICE Grid environment. The developed metrics and the clustering ap-

proach were applied to a training data set in order to compute groups, from which interpre-

tative value could be drawn, based on existing operational analysis used by MonALISA for

evaluating performance of ALICE Grid sites. Furthermore, this methodology has allowed

us to reduce the state vector dimensionality to include only the metrics that contribute to

the observed unstable behavior of distributed computing systems.
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The value of cluster groups is such that it provides a multi-dimensional view of insta-

bilities occurring at the sites, where a level of variability within the metrics is tolerated

according to the grouping medoids. Compared to existing operational analysis, this ap-

proach provides an advanced view of faults, beyond single metric operational thresholds,

where inter-layer behavior is not considered. The resulting groups, thus facilitate a time-

independent state view of resources, such that analysis of affected service layers can be

done during an instability event. This is a necessary analysis step, which provides an on-

line view of instabilities at a consistent granularity of affected services, regardless of the

state of the monitoring services. The computed groups are necessary for Grid users to be

able to view their job performance according to the state of the resources that are running

their job. For stack-based deployments, such as AliEn and XRootD, knowledge of whether

the instability event affects the network quality and jobs, determines whether the service

should initiate or delay transfers.

4.2 Event Analysis

4.2.1 Site Stability

In Chapter 3, we have developed event state parameters that are independent of site scale

and underlying infrastructure. Evaluating states for all sites, we were able to capture fail-

ure groups within three key services: jobs, network and user tasks. It was our goal then to

develop an overall site metric to reflect the state of the site, where each of the above ser-

vices would be equally represented. Therefore, we have decided to define network quality
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as STime + STimedev, which we scaled and used its reciprocal to represent network sta-

bility with an upper limit of 1.0, that would decrease as RTT and packet loss increased

within a short period of time. With normal STime fluctuations, we wanted to filter out

values within operational RTTmax threshold. Similarly, we have defined jobs error state

deviation with a scaling coefficient min jobs to represent the minimum number of jobs go-

ing into error, beyond which would be an indication for the occurrence of an instability.

Equation 4.1 outlines the resulting site stability metric, where kS Time = ln(RTT max) and

k jobs = ln(min jobs).

Stabilitysite(t) = Usere f f iciency(t) +
kS Time

ln(STime(t) + STimedev(t) + 1)
+

k jobs

ln(Err job + 1)
(4.1)

To reduce the effects of normal performance fluctuations in Usere f f iciency and STime, we

have used the mean for a 15 minute moving window before calculating the stability pa-

rameter. We have evaluated a range of values for RTTmax discovering that 20-30 ms values

produced most distinct network behavior patterns for the collected data set. Provided that

sites offer variable number of resources, we examined min jobs based on smaller sites set-

ting a minimum of 20 jobs going into error concurrently as the threshold. To ease further

discussion of Stability(t), we have used the scaled 0 to 1.0 value for the metric.

4.2.2 Event Selection

While filtering for events below a certain site stability threshold presents a reasonable

approach, we must note that site operational performance fluctuates and considerations

need to be made for previous states. Therefore, for each time frame t, we compute two

conditions: Stability(t) < minthreshold and using a 15 minute moving window to compute
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the median stability value to check if median(Stability(t)) < maxthreshold. If either of the

conditions are true, we consider site state at time t to be experiencing an instability. Based

on dynamic time response analysis for complex processes we set maxthreshold = 0.8 and

minthreshold = 0.75. For evaluating reliability distributions, we have applied this approach

to select event periods adjusting +/- 15 minutes before and after the event and using events

that contained at least 30 points within each set. Our approach aimed to capture the pattern

for a developing instability and recovery from it for further distribution analysis.

4.3 Methodology

We have used the same data set and setup as described in Section 3.4 along with trained

medoids from Chapter 3. Building from our approach in Figure 3.5, we developed anal-

ysis tasks to compute and test site stability. For moving-window means and medians,

we have used functions implemented in R caTools package. We have used Maximum

Likelihood Estimation (MLE) fitting function and distribution generators from the R stats

package. For estimated parameter distribution fit, we have used Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-

S) and Anderson-Darling (AD) criterions implemented in R stats and kSamples packages,

respectively. K-S as shown in Equation 4.2 [209] is a well-known test statistic that com-

putes maximum difference between CDF S n(t) and hypothetical CDF F(t), generally used

for a smaller number of values [222].

K − S = max
i

(|F(ti) − S n(ti)|, |F(ti) − S n(ti−1)|) (4.2)
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Figure 4.1: Selection of instability events with trained group overlay.

AD [110] test is based on the K-S test with added weight placed on the tail. Alternative

goodness-of-fit tests such as Crash Hoare Logic (CHL) [73] also exist, that specify failure

conditions and recovery processes for storage systems.

4.4 Results

Using the stability measure and event selection process, we were able to detect 512 events

within our data set. Figure 4.1 shows a selection of events that were selected to represent
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Table 4.1: Detected event failure domains

Category Event count % Events
Packet Loss 211 41.21
Network/Job Efficiency 60 11.72
All 49 9.57
Job Efficiency 46 8.98
Job State/Network 39 7.62
Mixed 39 7.62
Network 37 7.23
Normal 31 6.05

an instability occurring at a site. First, we observe that these events follow a curve-shaped

pattern signifying a period of decline and recovery. This is indeed the general pattern for

detected events with a selection of events also exhibiting a bathtub curve. These particular

types of events were found to have a period of signal loss during the trough period. As

shown in Figure 4.1, another type of event demonstrated a long period of gradual stability

decline with added shocks that increased the rate of service decline. We have also observed

events that produced a wavy pattern during decline suggesting repeating recovery attempts.

Figure 4.1, shows that the stability decline for a considerable number of events develop

for hours, suggesting the existence of a detectable pre-failure period. We also observe for

select events that while they decline at different rates, their service recovery generally

occur at a higher rate. We acknowledge that rare events were detected, where signal drops

occurred within a short period of time followed by complete signal loss.

Table 4.1 summarizes events that were labeled based on the number of trained cluster

states present during the instability. The event is considered belonging to the cluster group

if at least 75% of states were in that group. Otherwise, we would label the event as mixed.
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Figure 4.2: Number of transitions between normal and user task efficiency states within
an event.

From Table 4.1, we observe that over half of the detected events belong to network-related

instabilities. This agrees with our observations from Section 3.5, where the largest group

was associated with packet loss. Inspecting these types of events, we note their general

duration ranged from 2-6 hours, which suggested that another service layer was involved

in these instabilities. We have also examined state transitions occurred during an event.

Notable observation can be made for select events exhibiting alternating states, switching

between jobs error deviation and user efficiency with underlying network instability. Tran-

sitions between user task efficiency and normal state were observed to be most common

as shown in Figure 4.2. This is an expected behavior for job efficiency as variation is ex-

pected for periods when data chunks are being written or read from storage. We note from

Figure 4.2 that as expected for majority of the events few such transitions occur during an

event.
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Figure 4.3: Normal instability event.

From Table 4.1, we also note that 6.05% of events belonged to the normal group. Fig-

ure 4.3 demonstrates an event that was labeled as normal. From the plot, we can confirm

that the majority of states belong to the normal cluster group with a second group, where

all services were affected. We observed that most normal states during the event were con-

tained within the pre-failure period exhibited a slow service degradation. This is followed

by a two hour period, where all services were being affected, eventually leading to a rapid

recovery. While this event is an instability, a normal instability. Preceding a period of site

maintenance, the site stops accepting new jobs allowing for job queues to be drained and

running jobs to finish during the day. This is followed by a service shutdown affecting

all layers and subsequent brief period of recovery. Thus, while the site does exhibit an

instability, the behavioral pattern suggested controlled conditions.
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Table 4.2: Distribution parameter estimate summary

Distribution Estimate Mean Estimate Median Count % Events
Weibull b=32.330, θ=0.772 b=23.618, θ=0.776 82 27.06
Normal µ=0.746, σ=0.041 µ=0.753, σ=0.038 75 24.76
Gamma b=788.383, λ=602.777 b=562.175, λ=435.134 73 24.09
Log-Normal µ=-0.295, σ=0.056 µ=-0.287, σ=0.046 73 24.09

Figure 4.4: Weibull distribution evaluation for an instability event.
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We performed MLE for reliability models discussed in Section 2.4.3. The distribu-

tion parameter estimates were used to evaluate the fit of our data to the specific reliability

model using K-S and AD criterions. The distribution with the strongest fit was then as-

signed to the event only if both criterions agreed. Using this approach, we were able to fit

303 (59.2%) of events to a continuous distribution. Table 4.2 summarizes the resulting pa-

rameter estimates for the fitted events. We observe that no exponential distribution fit was

found for any of the events. For the normal distribution, the mean and standard deviation

fall within the range of the event selection thresholds.

Figure 4.4 further demonstrates an event fit evaluation we have performed for all

events, examining the density and quantile behavior. The estimated distribution produced

a strong fit to the event data. Furthermore, from discussion of reliability in Section 2.4.2,

the estimated CDF (lower left graph in Figure 4.4) corresponded to the reliability metric

shown in Equation 2.29. The results demonstrate our approach can fit events into distri-

butions to describe the reliability of the site. The results also show that 27.06% of fitted

events can be described using a Weibull distribution, confirming the bathtub behavior ob-

served for events in Figure 4.1.

Lastly, Figure 4.5 examines the parameter estimates for all fitted types of distribu-

tions. For all models, we observe distinct skewed estimate distributions. In particular,

upon further examination of the Gamma estimates confirms log-normal fit. These results

demonstrate that the developed failure domain grouping, site stability metric, and event

selection procedures allow us to not only detect a pre-failure period but to describe the ser-

vice domain involved and estimate the failure pattern. Further analysis of fitted-parameter
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Figure 4.5: Distribution parameter estimate histograms.
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estimates can be used to build a predictive failure-event model that can be incorporated

and used at any service level within distributed environments.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Large distributed environments encompass a wide range of heterogeneous systems provid-

ing network and computing services to users around the world. Failure occurrence within

such environments is not only expected, but is difficult to detect and model, due to complex

interacting service-layer behavior. Present work addressed the problem of being able to

distinguish between expected operational performance fluctuations and instabilities using

non-intrusive techniques for large scale distributed production environments. Our research

mainly focused on performance analysis within data center environments for key opera-

tional services. With detailed monitoring of select metrics, that best capture the desired

effects, we set out to develop techniques for detecting and analyzing instabilities. We have

limited our monitoring scope to data centers participating in the ALICE Grid, focusing on

the performance of production jobs within the sites.

We have extensively examined infrastructure services and associated failure patterns,
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occurring within modern data centers. From network quality fluctuations to user job per-

formance, instabilities affect all service layers within distributed computing environments.

In this work, we have developed site state metrics that reflect job, job agent, storage,

computing node performance, and production job efficiency, according to the operational

requirements of the ALICE Grid. The grouping approach have given us the interpretative

value for the metrics used, with further extensions applied to describe the stability of the

site, implementing an event selection process for unstable site behavior. This approach

has demonstrated the capacity for detecting a failure precursor and providing an online

classification of service layer groups involved within the instability.

The methodology developed in this work extends to a wide range of service layers

present within distributed computing environments. The detection of network partitions

on a global scale allows site experts to characterize expected load behavior. Storage man-

agement systems, using this approach, can have a level of latency-awareness for available

network capacity. For middleware services, deploying jobs and job agents, early detection

of instabilities facilitates targeted sub-service recovery to be initiated, as is the case with

job losses due to network quality degradation. For users, our tools are necessary, when

debugging application task failure, to determine whether the site resources were a factor

for the failed job. Users, site, and Central Service experts require instability analysis for

job distribution, replication, and management in order to provide a level of guarantee for

the completion of the task.
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With further consideration for predictive performance analytics, this work is instru-

mental in developing automated proactive disaster recovery methods. Using estimated sta-

bility distributions allows us to further model stability using DWT and apply compressive

analysis to develop Markov chains. Applying Open-Universe Probability Model (OUPM)

to the observed site stability metrics would immeasurably further our understanding of

failures, occurring within large scale distributed environments, quantify their effects, and

prescribe actions that we can take in order to recover from them.

Nowadays, large scale distributed computing systems are becoming more complex

with increasing computing requirements from scientific and business domains. Reliability

guarantees for such systems become paramount as recovery costs from failures reach a

prohibitive scale. While individual services implement fault-tolerance and recovery pro-

cedures, the behavior of interacting failures within tightly-coupled systems is not well-

defined. This work addressed the question of analyzing failures within the context of

operational instabilities, occurring within production Grid environments running large-

scale data processing tasks. The results show that operational issues can indeed be de-

tected and described according to the principle service layers involved. Finally, the work

demonstrates that a pre-failure period exists for select instability events, where recovery

procedures for affected services can be applied in order to ensure survivability of resources

during failures of varying scale and impact.
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Appendix A

Acronyms

AAA Any data-Any time-Anywhere. 61

ACID Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability. 59

AD Anderson-Darling. 139, 140, 145

AFS Andrew File System. 58

AI Artificial Intelligence. 18, 30

ALI Application Level Interoperability. 47

ALICE Application-Level Intelligent Crash Explorer. 59

ALICE A Large Ion Collider Experiment. 33, 39, 42, 45, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 70, 71, 73,

74, 84, 108, 127, 136, 148, 149

AliEn ALICE Environment. 52, 53, 55, 57, 63, 67, 73, 115, 118, 119, 137
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AMI Amazon Machine Image. 49

AOD Analysis Object Data. 72, 73

API Application Programming Interface. 10, 14–16, 22, 26, 44, 46, 47, 62, 63, 67–69, 80

ApMon Application Monitor. 67

ARC Advanced Resource Connector. 47

ARIMA Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average. 97

ARMA Autoregressive Moving Average. 97

ARPANET Advanced Research Projects Agency Network. 5

ASes Autonomous Systems. 30

ASIC Application-Specific Integration Circuit. 4

ASW Average Silhouette Width. 126, 131, 133

ATLAS A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS. 33, 45, 57, 104

AWS Amazon Web Services. 9, 47, 48

BDB Bi-directional, Distributed BackTracker. 80

BeStMan Berkley Storage Manager. 60

BFS Breadth First Search. 68

BGP Border Gateway Protocol. 22, 30
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BOB Block Order Breaker. 59

BOINC Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing. 7, 57

C3 Cryogenic Computing Complexity. 5

CA Certificate Authority. 30

CAN Content Addressable Network. 60

CAP Consistency, Availability, and Partition Tolerance. 111

CAP CERN Analysis Preservation. 25

CASTOR CERN Advanced STORage. 60

CDC Control Data Corporation. 2

CDF Cumulative Distribution Function. 88, 139, 145

CE Computing Element. 53, 55, 63, 69, 116

CERN European Organization for Nuclear Research. 45, 127

CH Calinski-Harabasz. 126, 131, 133

CHL Crash Hoare Logic. 140

CLARA Clustering Large Applications. 94, 124, 130, 131

CLARANS Clustering Large Applications based on RANdomized Search. 94

CMS Compact Muon Solenoid. 61
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CoDel Controlled Delay. 111

CORBA Common Object Request Broker Architecture. 46, 69

CPU Central Processing Unit. 4, 7, 8, 27, 33, 53, 73, 75, 78, 79, 81, 86, 90, 104, 108

CREAM Computing Resource Execution And Management service. 53

DAG Directed Acyclic Graph. 53, 88

DAGMan Directed Acyclic Graph Manager. 53

DAME Distributed Aircraft Maintenance Environment. 19

DBD Database Driver. 55

dbGaP Genotypes and Phenotypes. 36

DBI Database Interface. 55

DCOM Distributed Component Object Model. 46

DDL Detector Data Links. 71

DDOS Distributed Denial of Service. 28

DERP Detection, Escalation, Remediation, and Prevention. 102

DHT Distributed Hash Table. 60

DIRAC Distributed Infrastructure with Remote Agent Control. 57

DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid. 5
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DNS Domain Name Service. 28

DOS Denial of Service. 28

DOT Distributed OpenFlow Testbed. 82

DPHEP Data Preservation in HEP. 25

DPJ Deterministic Parallel Java. 15

DPM Data Protection Manager. 60

DROID Digital Record and Object Identification. 24

DSDM Dynamic Systems Development Methodology. 13

DVFS Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling. 3

DWT Discrete Wavelet Transform. 90, 150

EB Exabyte. 34

EC2 Elastic Compute Cloud. 9, 32, 44, 48, 49

EGA European Genome-phenome Archive. 36

EGEE Enabling Grids for E-sciencE. 36, 48, 63

EGO Enterprise Grid Orchestrator. 53

ELK ElasticSearch, Logstash, and Kibana. 65, 90

EM Expectation Maximization. 92
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EMR Electronical Medical Record. 35

ENCODE Encyclopedia of DNA Elements. 19

ESD Event Summary Data. 72, 73

ETL Extraction, Transformation, and Load. 17

FAB Federated Array of Bricks. 58

FAX Federated ATLAS XRootD. 61

FDT Fast Data Transfer. 62, 84

FIFO First In First Out. 111

FIRE Future Internet Research & Experimentation. 82

ForCES Forwarding, Control Element Separation. 50

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array. 4, 14, 43, 70, 105

FTD File Transfer Daemon. 63

FTP File Transfer Protocol. 62

GANGA GAUDI/Athena and Grid Alliance. 57

GARA General-Purpose Architecture for Reservation and Allocation. 52

GATK Genome Analysis Tool Kit. 37
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Gb Gigabit. 71

GCM Grid Configuration Manager. 53

GDB GNU DeBugger. 80, 86

GDP Grid Data Processing. 46

GEMSS Grid Enabled Mass Storage System. 62

GENI Global Environment for Networking Innovation. 82

GESA Grid Economic Services Architecture. 52

GoogleFS Google File System. 58

GPFS General Parallel File System. 61

GPU Graphics Processing Unit. 4, 14, 43, 76, 86

GRAM Grid Resource Allocation Manager. 47, 52

GRNN Gelenbe Random Neural Network. 86

GRUBER Grid Usage Service Level Agreement-based BrokERing Infrastructure. 53

HDFS Hadoop Distributed File System. 89

HEP High Energy Physics. 7, 12, 15, 25, 33, 37, 38, 42, 43, 45, 49, 57, 69, 74, 76, 108,

114, 118

HIPAA Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. 35
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HPC High Performance Computing. 43, 45, 65, 75, 113

HPCC High Performance Computing Challenge. 76

HPP Homogeneous Poisson Process. 111, 113

HPP Human Proteome Project. 34

HPSS High Performance Storage System. 60

HTML Hypertext Markup Language. 6, 14

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol. 6, 62, 67, 81

HTTPS HTTP over SSL. 30

HWT Haar Wavelet Transform. 90

Hz Hertz. 67

I/O Input/Output. 5, 43, 53, 55, 57, 59, 73, 75, 118, 122

IaaS Infrastructure as a Service. 48, 103

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force. 50

IoT Internet of Things. 10, 11, 17, 26–28, 31, 32, 114

IP Internet Protocol. 5, 29, 30, 62

IPG Information Power Grid. 53

IPNI International Plant Names Index. 24
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IRB Institutional Review Board. 35

IRMOS Interactive Real-time Multimedia Applications on Service-Oriented Infrastruc-

tures. 53

ISA Instruction Set Architecture. 2, 14, 15

ISO International Organization for Standardization. 12, 99, 100

IT Information Technology. 3, 9, 10

JDL Job Description Language. 55, 63

JSON JavaScript Object Notation. 16

k-NN k-Nearest Neighbor. 92

K-S Kolmogorov-Smirnov. 139, 140, 145

KHz Kilo Hertz. 71

KVM Kernel Virtual Machine. 49

LAN Local Area Network. 82

LCG LHC Computing Grid. 44, 45, 48, 53

Lemon LHC Era Monitoring. 65

LFN Logical File Name. 63

LHC Large Hadron Collider. 33, 45, 61, 70, 71
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LIFO Last In First Out. 111

LSF Load Sharing Facility. 51, 53, 65

LSST Large Synoptic Survey Telescope. 34

LUS Lookup Service. 67

LVM Logical Volume Management. 58

MaaS Monitoring as a Service. 65

MAD Median Absolute Deviation. 83, 121, 122

MAE Mean Absolute Error. 97

MC Monte Carlo. 70, 71, 73, 88

MDE Model-Driven Engineering. 14

MDS Monitoring and Discovery System. 65

MLAG Multi-chassis Link Aggregation. 103

MLE Maximum Likelihood Estimation. 139, 145

MonALISA MONitoring Agents using a Large Integrated Services Architecture. 63, 67,

84, 90, 108, 136

MONARC MOdels of Networked Analysis at Regional Centers. 45, 76, 82

MPC Multi-Party Computation. 18
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MPI Message-passing Interface. 69, 71, 87

MPP Massively Parallel Processors. 74

MRTG Multi Router Traffic Grapher. 65, 67

MSE Mean Squared Error. 97, 120

MSS Mass Storage System. 60

MTBF Mean Time Between Failure. 102

MTTF Mean Time To Failure. 101, 102

MTTR Mean Time To Repair. 102

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 34, 53

NFV Network Function Virtualization. 49

NHPP Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process. 111, 113

NTP Network Time Protocol. 68

NWS Network Weather Service. 82, 120, 121

O2 Offline-Online. 33

OCDB Offline Condition Database. 71

OGSA Open Grid Services Architecture. 8, 46
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ONOS Open Network Operating System. 50

OpenCL Open Computing Language. 86

OS Operating System. 5, 27, 49, 50, 74, 75, 103

OSG Open Science Grid. 7, 36, 63

OSI Open Systems Interconnection. 6, 69

OSM Open Storage Manager. 60

OUPM Open-Universe Probability Model. 150

P-GRADE Parallel Grid Run-time and Application Development Environment. 57

p-p Proton-Proton. 45, 71

p-Pb Proton-Lead. 71

P2P Peer-to-Peer. 52, 60, 109

PaaS Platform as a Service. 48

PackMan Package Manager. 55

PAM Partitioning Around Medoids. 93, 94, 124, 127

PANDA anti-Proton ANnihilation at DArmstadt. 67

PanDA Production and Distributed Analysis. 45, 57

PAPI Performance Application Programming Interface. 86
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PB Petabyte. 19, 34, 36, 61

Pb-Pb Lead-Lead. 45, 71, 72

PBS Portable Batch System. 51, 65

PCA Principle Component Analysis. 90, 91

pdf probability density function. 97, 98, 110

PDU Power Distribution Unit. 104

PFN Physical File Name. 63

PGM Probabilistic Graph Model. 85

PIM Platform-Independent Model. 14

PROOF Parallel ROOT Facility. 45, 52, 71

PSM Platform-Specific Model. 14

PTP Precision Time Protocol. 68

PWG Physics Working Group. 72

QoS Quality of Service. 32, 44, 45, 51, 52, 55, 81

RAR Relative Arrival Rate. 83

RCA Root Cause Analysis. 23, 24, 26, 41, 68, 80, 87, 114
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RDBMS Relational Database Management Systems. 17, 19, 48, 55, 59, 61, 65

RDD Resilient Distributed Data. 89, 107

RDS Relational Database Service. 107

REML Residual Maximum Likelihood. 98

REST REpresentational State Transfer. 15

RNN Random Neural Network. 85

RP Renewal Process. 111

RPC Remote Call Procedure. 37, 69

RPKI Resource Public Key Infrastructure. 30

RTM Real-Time Monitor. 68

RTT Round Trip Time. 83, 84, 119, 138

RUP Rational Unified Process. 13

S3 Simple Storage Service. 48, 49, 59, 89

SaaS Software as a Service. 48

SAGA Simple API for Grid Applications. 47

SAM Service Availability Monitor. 68

SDL Security Development Lifecycle. 12
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SDN Software-Defined Network. 44, 49, 50, 82, 109

SE Storage Element. 55, 62, 63, 69, 118

SGA Social Grid Agents. 52

SGE Sun Grid Engine. 53, 65

SHARP Systematic Human Action Reliability Procedure. 113

SKA Square Kilometre Array. 34

SLA Service Level Agreement. 32, 51–53, 83, 103

SLAng SLA language. 52

SM Stochastic Model. 81, 83, 122

SMAPE Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error. 120

SMP Symmetric MultiProcessors. 74

SOA Service-Oriented Architecture. 46

SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol. 15

SoC System-on-a-Chip. 10

SPMD Single-Program Multiple-Data. 70

SQS Simple Queue Service. 49

SRM Storage Resource Manager. 62, 130
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SRM Software Reliability Models. 61, 87

SSAR Steady State Arrival Rate. 83

SSL Secure Sockets Layer. 26, 30

SSQ Sum of Square. 95

STAT Stack Trace Analysis Tool. 86

StoRM Storage Resource Manager. 60, 61

SVGM Stochastic-Variable Graph Model. 85

SVM Support Vector Machine. 92

T0 Tier 0. 45, 60, 63, 71–73, 104

T1 Tier 1. 45, 60, 63, 72, 73, 104, 107, 108

T2 Tier 2. 45, 60, 73

T3 Tier 3. 45

T4 Tier 4. 45

TB Terabyte. 34

TCP Transmission Control Protocol. 5, 62, 84

TEE Trusted Execution Environment. 27

TLS Transport Layer Protocol. 27, 30
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TQ Task Queue. 55, 63

TSM Tivoli Storage Manager. 60, 61

U.S. United States. 6

UDC Utility Data Center. 57

UNICORE Uniform Interface to Computing Resources. 47, 53

URL Uniform Resource Locator. 6, 63

USER Usability, Scalability, Entrustment, and Risk. 13

VAF Virtual Analysis Facility. 45, 48

VBB Virtual Black Box. 29

VDM Software Vulnerability Discovery Models. 87

VMSS Virtual Mass Storage System. 63

VNS Virtual Network Simulator. 81

VO Virtual Organizations. 7, 29, 44, 45, 51, 55

VRC Variance Ratio Criterion. 126

VVM Veritas Volume Manager. 58

WAN Wide Area Network. 46, 63, 68, 82, 106, 122
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WebDaV Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning. 62, 67

WLCG Wordwide LHC Computing Grid. 7, 33, 36, 41, 44, 45, 47, 49, 53, 60, 61, 68,

69, 78, 104, 105, 107, 108, 119, 121, 122

WS-Agreement Open Grid Forum’s Web Services Agreement Specification. 52

WSLA IBM’s Web Service Level Agreement. 52

WWW World Wide Web. 3, 7, 11

XML Extensible Markup Language. 16

XP eXtreme Programming. 13

XRootD eXtended Root Daemon. 60–63, 67, 118, 119, 123, 137
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